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ABSTRA i'
AN EVALUATION OF THE QUALITY OF NURSING RECEIVED BY 
PATIENTS IN SELECTED HOSPITAL WARDS.
JACKSON, Geraldine Elizabeth Negroni, B.A., D.N.Ed.,
D.N.Ad., University of the Witwatersrand, 1985.
This is a descriptive study of patient care in six 
selected adult wards of a 200C-bed academic hospital. The 
observational method was used, and the Quality Patient 
Care Scale (Qualpacs), designed to measure the quality of 
nursing received by patients while the care is in 
progress, was the instrument used.
The objectives of the study wc.e:
(1) to accumulate quantitative and qualitative data in 
order to identify the nature of the patient care 
activities and to form an opinion about the quality 
of care;
(ii) to evaluate the measuring instrument.
The observations were carried out in 3 surgical and 3 
medical wards over 6 weeks, with 3 consecutive midweek 
mornings spent in each ward. The 2 hour observation 
periods were 8h00-10h00 and I0h30-12h30. Altogether 54 
patients were observed, and II repeat observations were 
carried out, giving a total of 65 observations. 
Co-observers concurrently observed 4 3 of them.
A considerable amount of data was collected. This was 
processed to produce information about the nature of the 
patient care activities, the time fluctuations of the 
activities, and the caregiver involvement in them. The 
Qualpacs scale yielded scores which were used to form an 
opinion about the standard of care. Computer analyses 
were included in this aspect of the data processing. In 
addition, tests were carried out to assess the reliability 
of the scale.
From the data the candidate was able to draw conclusions 
about the nature of the patient care activities, the time 
and caregiver dimensions of care, and the standard of 
care. She also evaluated the research Instrument, and 
made recommendations for its future use in the hospital 
setting.
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PREFACE
As a nurse deeply interested in the vocation of nursing, 
the candidate has always been aware of the complex Issues 
surrounding the profession. Over the years nursing 
practice has changed. Theories and models have been 
devised, philosophical issues debated, ideas discussed and 
discarded; but as quickly as answers are found, changing 
circumstances produce new questions requiring new 
solutions.
In this study the student has returned to the age old 
question; "What is nursing?" She has taken a primary 
factor in nursing, the patient. She has gone into a 
primary setting for nursing practice, the hospital ward 
run by the ward sister, where admission procedures 
transform people into patients. She has observed the 
patient, recorded the patient-centred activities and used 
a rating scale to measure the quality of patient care. 
Under the guidance of her supervisors, also nurses, she 
has attempted to find for herself some of the answers to 
the question, "What is nursing?”
Because of the limited scope of the research Ltudy the 
answers are incomplete. However, it was possible to 
identify the nature of some of the patient care 
activities, to form an opinion about the quality of care 
and to critically evaluate the measuring instrument. It 
Is hoped that some of the findings in this project will be 
of use to others in the search for a deeper knowledge and 
understanding of the practice of nursing.
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hospital work, including nursing.
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that have taken place.
This has led to a whole new concept of nursing practice.
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known as the Nursing Process.
order to identify its present state and to make 
recommendation;: for its future development.
1.2 The Objectives of the Study
1.2.1 The Primary Objective
i s 1:
to accumulate data about that care. It was 
concerned with evaluating the quality of care.
Quality is defined as "the nature, character,
worth of " or "to find a numerical expression for . 
(1,2,3,4)
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question in a smaller design. (5)
There is little doubt that an important central
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determine their worth.
2.2 The Secondary Purpose of this Study
potential in several areas. They say.
program or subunit of a larger program.
Qualpacs may be used to serve administrative, 
supervisory, and educational purposes, many of 
which are suggested in the following*.
or director of nursing service:
To provide information about the level of 
quality of care being received by patients.
To account for the execution of a service 
responsibility to:
board of directors 
agency administrator 
payment agencies 
accreditation agency 
grantors
community served
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Qualpacs may be used to serve administrative, 
supervisory, and educational purposes, many of 
which are suggested in the following:
or director of nursing service:
To provide information about the level of 
quality of care being received by patients.
To account for the execution of a service 
responsibility to:
board of directors 
agency administrator 
payment agencies 
accreditation agency 
grantors
community served 
etc.
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For supervisors, it may be used:
TO account to administration tor the level of
quality of the nursing program.
To determine effectiveness of changes In 
nroaram, staffing, or equipment.
For educators, it may be used.
To determine effectiveness of a teaching 
program.
To alert personnel to often-neglected element* 
of care.
As a teaching aid, to improve alertness in 
observations.
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topic:
1. A brief historical survey of the development of 
quality assurance in nursing.
2. Recent literature on quality assurance in nursing, 
published reports on the Quality Patient Care Scale.
j Tkenries and concepts relating to th.
2.1 Historical Survey of the Development of Quality 
Assurance in Nursing.
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alter its health services."(1)BHSSffiSSpfc
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the performance evaluation system of many 
organizations.M(8)
All these developments had their influence on quality 
w l u r : " :  in nurSing, but until th. i;'(0'\^.ing 
retained "a relatively narrow perspective in the 
evaluative field."(9)
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European countries.
called medical auditing by scientific methods, ammmmrn,
the United States."(13)
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Thus "the 1970's provided an atmosphere of rapid growth
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(25) and nurses are moving into the computer world in all 
fields of health care.
Lee (1982) says:"No computer has ever cared for a patient 
or performed a nursing function."(26) But computers can 
process patient data and nursing information in a way that 
promotes the quality of care.(27) "New applications are
being developed  constantly so the picture changes
daily."(28)
In a lecture delivered at the Royal College of Nursing, 
London, 6 June 1984, Susan Pembrey concluded with these 
words:
"We have so much good to build on as we now take the 
decisions about the patterns of nursing education that 
will lead us into the 21st C e n t u r y (29)
And from Phaneuf an American view: "Nursing can be the
health profession that leads the way in earning a new, 
deeper, and well-founded public trust if it works 
ethically, morally, without fear or compromise of 
principle, and with high visibility in quality 
appraisal."(30)
2.2 Recent Literature on Quality Assurance in Nursing
In 1976 and 1977 the editorial staff of the Journal of 
Nursing Administration published a set of 3 works entitled 
'Quality Control and Performance Apraisal1 volumes I, II 
and III. These contained 25 articles which had appeared 
in the Journal from 1971 to 1977(31,32,33) and represented 
the most promising of the current work on quality of care 
in nursing. Together with American Nursing Association 
publications on quality assurance(34) and a 'Quality 
Assurance Workbook' based on the Lang model(35) these 
writings have formed the basis for subsequent debate and 
research leading to present ideas on quality assurance, 
not only in America but also in Europe.
A survey of the literature shows that the volume of work 
on this topic has steadily increased since the 1950's, 
with some input from Europe but the bulk of the work 
coming from America.
In 1979, Rebecca Bergman (Israel) spoke at the Second 
Conference of European Nurse Researchers in Copenhagen on 
the evaluation of nursing care. She believes that "the 
evaluation of nursing care is an expression of the 
accountability of individuals, agencies and professions 
for the nursing services that they have undertaken to 
provide." The four major beneficiaries are "the 
recipients of care, providers of care, sponsors of care 
(the agencies) and the profession."(36)
a)
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care, and person, who does not. The third side shows providers from individual practitioner to plan or 
system. Kmpiest to consider is shaded area of one patient, one practitioner, and physiological function.
Dorts Biosh’s model (1975) emphasizes the interaction vf structure, process and 
outcome. Specifically, Bloch is concerned with what outcomes are important and how to 
measure them; what processes are used and how to measure them; and the relationship
between them.
Process A  ------   Process B
i t
Outcome A *' *' Outcome 1c)
FIGURE 2.1i Models for the Evaluation of Patient Care
(from Bergman (38)}
She mentions the PRSO (Professional Review Standards 
Organization) in America which uses a systematic, audit 
approach. Critics of this system suggest that reviews 
should be more flexible in selection of topics and 
methods, and that audits should be concurrent rather than 
retrospective.(37)
She discusses three of the best known American models for 
the evaluation of nursing care - Norma Lang's ANA model 
(1975), Avedis Donabedian's model (1976) and that of Doris 
Bloch (1975)(38)(Figure 2.1), and describes some of the 
evaluation instruments saying: "I would strongly
recommend that we carefully study these and other 
instruments, see if they meet -•"r needs in general, and if 
so, adapt them to the European situation. There is no 
need to rediscover the wheel over and over again."(39)
Also from Europe, van Maanen of the Netherlands(1980) 
said;"If nurses want to review the quality of nursing 
care, they have to develop standards and criteria to be 
used as a yardstick for evaluation....Nurses....mostly use 
and refer to the standards and criteria published by the 
American Nurses' Asssociation."(40) The American system of 
Nursing Audit has also been followed in Europe with great 
interest and nurses there are beginning to work on these 
ideas. The Rush-Medicus(1979) evaluative instrument has 
been translated into the Norwegian language and 
researchers in Belgium, Britain and the Netherlands have 
been working on the development of their own evaluation 
tools.(41)
In Britain, Dominique Wright (1984) quotes a well-known 
passage from a WHO working group(1979) that ".....nursing 
per se has never really been identified and such nursing 
as is done Is performed in a ritualistic and mechanical 
fashion. a result little or no emphasis has been
placed on the need to define objectives and measure 
outcomes in terms of patients progress."(42) However, 
Wright says, "nursing has been defined and redefined over 
the years" and several models of nursing care have been 
published.(43)
On quality assurance, Wright quotes the same three models 
as Bergman(38) - the Lang/ana model, Bloch and Donabedian 
- and mentions that the Lang model was further developed 
in Canada.(44) She also describes the best known American 
evaluative instruments - the Phaneuf Audit, the Slater and 
Qualpacs scales and RUSH-Medicus.(45)
In 1970 the Royal College of Nursing, London, published 
the work of Jean McFarlane who reviewed 54 methods of 
criteria development and considered them all to be 
invalid.(46) The 'process' methods were rejected because 
there was no consensus between the experts who judged 
them, and the 'outcome' methods because it was assumed in
them "that patient welfare was solely due to nursing 
care." (47)
Dealing with the evaluative instruments, Wright criticises 
the Phaneuf Audit because, while good recording may 
correlate with good care in America, where good record 
keeping is a legal requirement, it is doubtful whether 
this would apply in Britain.(48) She describes the use of 
Qualpacs at Burford Hospital in England, and concludes 
that Qualpacs "could be used as a basis for constructive 
criticism and praise." The accounts show that this 
American instrument can be used in Britain.(49) On 
RUSH-Medicus she mentions that an 'Anglicized' version has 
been developed by Goldstone and Collier, 1982.(50)
Other major developments in Britain discussed by Wright 
were concerned with Nursing Management Audit (NMA). In 
Doncaster an audit was developed over 10 years and 
evaluated by Huczynki for 2 years. Although she found the 
audit was useful(1977) other nurses have found it too 
specific to be used in their own areas. (51) c h e r  audits 
were the 'Nursing Audit of Basic Care (ABC)' in Blackpool 
(Wiseman,1976) and the Exeter system (Elliot and Fisher, 
1979) . In Birmingham a ward appraisal system wat. 
described by Oxby and Davies in 1975.j2).
These three articles (Bergman, Van Maanen and Wright) show 
clearly the strong American influence on the work being 
done on evaluation of nursing care, and the progress that 
has been made during the 1970's. The evidence is less 
clear in South Africa.
In 1978 an article by Hellish called "Evaluating the 
Quality of Care" was published in the South African 
Nursing Journal.(53) She discussed "three forms of 
evaluation methods which have already been developed".(54) 
They were a utilisation review which measures the extent 
to which facilities are used, concurrent quality 
monitoring, and the nursing or patient care audit.(55)
She described a workbook which had been recently 
developed, entitled 'Check the Quality of Care', saying 
"(this) seems to me to be a ver, useful means of
concurrent quality care monitoring .If every
responsible registered nurse in charge of a unit were to 
work through such a check book only once a year, she would 
bt able to evaluate the type of care she is ensuring in 
her unit."(56)
Hellish paid particular attention to the nursing audit, 
describing it in some detail and concluding that "it is 
very dependent on good record-keeping (but).....by 
pointing out deficiencies in care it is a valuable tool in 
initiating corrective action, and later in evaluating the 
effectiveness of that corrective action."(57)
In conclusion, she said nursing has "a long and prou
tradition of service geared to care....(and) directed
to QUALITY care. Let us all then look for means of 
evaluating that care, so that nurses can continue to 
strive constantly to improve it. Excellence of care 
should be at the summit of tne mountain, which every nurse 
is striving to climb in her nursing practice."(58)
Later in 1978, in the new South African nursing journal 
called Curationis, Bergman discussed evaluation, using the 
Donabedian model of structure, process and outcome.(59)
However, six years later, in 198 4, van Huyssteen said:
"The only guideline published by the South African Nursing 
Association on quality assurance is a workbook "Check the 
Quality of Care."(60) This *s widely used by students in 
nursing administration. A policy statement on quality 
assurance has ai>o been formulated by the Association. 
However, very little ^rch has been done in this field
and it should be se priority for the future."(61)
On 25 June 1985 the s .nt visited the South African 
Nursing Association headquarters in Pretoria. She found 
that the policy statement on quality assurance had not yet 
been finalised. In the library only 3 local studies on 
quality assurance were listed and only one of these, an 
unpublished thesis, had been printed.(62)
Perhaps an explanation for this lit /L progress may be 
found in the UNISA study guide for ' 1 year students in
nursing administration which says, in a chapter on the 
problem of quality assurance programmes in nursing: "Many 
matrons, ward sisters and tutors in South African 
hospitals used 'check lists' to teach senior student 
nurses how to control the quality of the care they 
gave."(63) "Instruments for checking the quality of care 
er.ployed at present in South Africa are not derived from 
the Slater instrument, but from the pre-WorId War II check 
lists and from the instrument prepared by the 1952 class 
of Diploma in Nursing Administration students."(64) "Our 
nurse teachers in the early thirties had the right idea 
about quality control and assessment."(65)
It appears that quality of patient care in this country 
has been largely related to check lists and, more 
recently, to the nursing audit. A recent major work on 
the Nursing Process describes the nursing audit as 1 the 
ultimate aspect of evaluation" in the Nursing Process(66). 
It quotes: "Although good records are not proof of good 
patient care there is a relationship between the quality 
of the record and the quality of the care. Good charting 
(and recording) is often a sign of good nursing"(67) and 
advocates a movement away from "the old task-centred 
'traditional' approach to nursing."(68)
1?9*
2.3 The Quality Patient Care Scale
"Many methods have been used to evaluate health care, in 
general, and nursing care, in particular. Some have _ 
concerned themselves with identifying those elements in 
the setting which are thought to influence performance. 
Others have measured the outcomes of care defined as 
states of health or well-being. Still others have 
examined the process of care itself in search for evidence 
that bears on professional judgement and performance. The 
debate on which of these approaches is the more 
appropriate is largely academic. Surely, are needed
if one is to understand the many aspects oi health ca^e 
a given situation and to take corrective or preventive 
action.1 (69)
From all the literature that was produced on evaluation of 
nursing care during the 1970‘s, four methods of evaluating 
the process of care have received the most attention.(70) 
These are the Phaneuf Audit, the Slater scale, Qualpacs 
and RUSH-Medicus. The Phaneuf Audit is "a retrospective 
examination of nursing records by a nursing audit 
committee using audit schedules."(71) The slater nursing 
competencies rating scale is "designed to measure the 
competencies displayed by a nurse as she performs nurse 
actions in providing care to patients."(72) The scale may 
be used for on-the-spot ratings or for retrospective 
rating of past performance.(73) The Quality Patient Care 
SeaIn was derived from the Slater scale, and was designed 
to rate the care received by the patient as it occurs.(74) 
RUSH-Medicus consists of 220 criteria, some patient 
spsciftc find some unit specific, randomly distributed 
across days and times of the day.(75)
In 1972 Wandelt and Phaneuf published an article in 
Hospital Topics publicizing the Slater Scale, Qualpacs and 
the Phaneuf audit. They described each tool, its 
advantages and the 'commonalities’ of the three.(76) They 
concluded by saying "there are many questions about any 
instrument that purports to provide measurements of 
quality of cara."(77) There are questions about audit 
evidence, about the Qualpacs and Slater standards of 
measurement, about validity and rater subjectivity in all 
three.(78)
But they say, "either some subjectivity will be accepted, 
or there will be no attempt to measure."(79) "Data from 
thousands of evaluations with each tool have been
analyzed Tests show each to be a reliable, valid,
stable, discriminating instrument for providing 
quantitative measurements of the quality of nursing 
care."(80)
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In her letter to the researcher Dr. Wandelt adds,about 
the standard of measurement used in Qualpacs: "This is a 
new concept to nurses in measurement and it is rather 
difficult for some nurses to be convinced that that is tne 
feasible way to go." (Appendix F)
Because of the continued interest shown in the use of 
Qualpacs by a number of researchers, Ventura and Crosby, 
in 1978, developed a programme to prepare nurses to act as 
observers. An adequate level of interrater agreement is 
an important requirement for using the scale and little 
work had been done in this area.(81) The researchers 
developed a videotape programme, with a training manual.
The course consists of five 2-hour seminars, followed by 
two simulated experiences. After 5-8 4 hour practice 
sessions by each trainee, they participate in a series of 
fixed paired observation sessions to determine whether 
each of the participants has reached an adequate level of 
interrater reliability.(82)
In 1976 Weinstein with some colleagues attempted to devise 
a measuring tool at The Hospital for C<ck Children in 
Toronto, which they called 1 Selected Attribute Variable 
Evaluation' or 'SAVE1. They used Qualpacs to check the 
concurrent validity of SAVE and found that "SAVE did no 
match well with Qualpacs."(83) They finally discarded 75% 
of the SAVE items, and combined the remaining 25% with 25% 
of the Qualpacs items to develop a 22 item instrument 
"that satisfies almost everyone concerned."(84)
A number of interesting articles by various authors have 
been published from the Children's Hospital National 
Medical Centre (CHNrtC) in V ,igton,D.C. In 1972 the 
nursing department there p iod to change the nursing 
system in the hospital a m  .) Introduce a new system which 
they called 'primary nursing', with "the goal of improved 
nursing care."(85) They decided to monitor the effects of 
chftncjs and an outside nurse researcher was invited to 
conduct an evaluation using three instruments, Qualpacs, 
the Slater scale and the Phaneuf Nursing Audit. Over the 
years these articles have described the planning and 
implementation of change (86), an assessment of the 
quality of nursing care resulting from the change (87) and 
an evaluation of the 'primary nursing' system which had 
been Introduced.(88)
In one of these articles Felton described her use of the 
three instruments to assess the change in the quality of 
nursing, she reported no significant change when measured 
with the Phaneuf Audit, some change on the Slater scale, 
and a significantly higher Qualpacs score.(89) "With this 
indication that Qualpacs could be used to appraise the 
effectiveness of the new syrtem, a decision was made to 
conduct a prospective study, using the Qualpacs, on four 
nursing units before and after the implementation of
- 13 -
of nursing care."(91)
■iliiiai
care that patients receive."(92)
4 1 with the observers "showing remarkably close agreemen 
obvious to both observers.... this was not the same
number of letters in response to these articles, asking
^ s ^ s j i r s  a t s r - s s a - s r
^ ‘^ i l U W r r V n ^ r i i n T c S t S ^ o ^ ; ^
increase the validity of quality assurance and make it 
more acceptable to British nurses."(95)
ireMot all studies have found Qualpacs an effective me 
Describing a study in Buffalo, New York comparing Quaipacs 
and the Phaneuf Audit, Ventura says the Intraclass 
Correlation Coefficient (ICC) "values for subscales and 
total scale score for Qualpacs were less than anticipated 
and less than acceptable"....."Applying the criteria 
(established for this project by the researchers) revealed 
that Qualpacs did not meet the criteria in any one of 28 
instances." On the other hand "the Phaneuf Audit met the 
criteria in seven out of eight instances."(96) The Pearson 
product moment correlation between the two instruments 
97 cases was poor(0,01).(97)
in a second study, with Fox,(1984) the internal 
psychometric characteristics of Qualpacs were examined. 
Using analysis of variables they found the patient 
differences accounted for 46,2% of the variance, while 
observer Inconsistency only accounted for 1,6% of the 
variance. This suggested that observer standards were
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adequate. The subscales were also examined and appeared 
"to possess adequate discriminant validity."(98) The 
authors conclude: "(However) there is a need for further
validation of this instrument against other indicators 
the quality of nursing care.... When assessment of the 
process of care is more finely focussed and similar 
improvements in structure and outcome measurements are 
made, attention can turn to untangling the web of 
interrelationships among the structures, processes, and 
outcomes of the delivery of nursing care. ( )
2.4 The Conceptual Framework of this Study
2.4.1 Definitions of Nursing and the Function of the
Nurse
Under this heading Henderson and Nite discusa a 
wide variety of definitions, ranging from that of 
Florence Nightingale in I860: Nursing has to "put 
the patient in the best condition for nature to act 
upon him" (100) to that of Shirley Chater in 1976: 
"Nursing is a process through which CARE is 
provided to individuals, families, or community 
groups PRIMARILY around circumstances and 
situations that arise from health-related 
problems .**(101)
There have been a great many other definitions over 
the years of varying content and complexity, and 
probably the most widely known is that of Henderson 
and Nite themselves: "Nursing is primarily helping 
people (sick or well) in the performance of those 
activities contributing to health, or its recovery 
(or to a peaceful death) thuf they would perform 
unaided if they had the necessary strength, will, 
or knowledge. It is likewise the unique function 
of nursing to help people to be independent of such 
assistance as soon as possible." (102)
The theme running through all is the helping 
function of the nurse. The question is how she 
carries it out, and there have been many attempts 
to answer this too.
A number of nursing theories and models have been 
developed over the years, with gradual changes in 
trend and emphasis.(103) Earlier models were those 
of Peplau(1952) who focused on interpersonal 
relationships and Orlando(1961) who used 
communication theory. Johnson's model(1961) 
Identified equilibrium as important and Roger(1970) 
based her model on adaptation to the 
environment.(104)
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In 1971 Orem described a self-care model(105).
Roy, in 1974, a stimulus-response model(106) and in 
1976 Roper described the "activities of living 
(AL) model.(107)
In discussing conceptual models, Riehl and Roy 
"take the position that many of the current nursing 
models present a similar view of the human and the 
environment."(108) They say: "A unified nursing 
conceptual framework to the recipient of nursing 
care may be stated as follows: A person is a 
unified whole composed of subsystems, with a 
flexible and normal line of defense; his internal 
regulating mechanisms help him to cope with a 
changing environment; he functions by the 
principles of homeodynamics."(109) "The goal of 
nursing is to maintain the system of the person and 
to help this individual realize his maximum 
potential."(110) This is done through a 
problem-solving process.(111) This problem-solving 
process is known as the Nursing Process. It has 
its roots in the problem-oriented medical record 
(POMR) which was "developed by Lawrence Weed as a 
means of organizing the patient’s chart on the 
basis of the PATIENT'S problems rather than on the 
source of data about them.(112) Nurses in many 
countries who are using the Nursing Process "are 
finding it a very practical way of individualising 
nursing for each patient,"(113) but it is strongly 
record-based and problem-oriented and nurses are 
currently seeking ways of making it more relevant 
to the PRACTICE of nursing.(114)
While these definitions and trends in nursing are 
important to the broader contextual framework of 
this study, at the time of the study nursing in the 
hospital had not reached these levels of 
development. Nursing was still task-centred and 
concepts relevant to the setting are concerned with 
the patient and patterns of care, levels of care 
and the process model of quality evaluation.
2.4.2 Patterns of Nursing Care
”A pattern of nursing care is defined as that 
system used for the delivery of nursing care to 
patients/clients."(115) These patterns vary 
according to the orgar isational structure of the 
agency. There are 4 basic patterns in nursing 
services, according to Douglass. (Figure 2.2)
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nurses, under the supervision of a clinical 
tutor.(116)
Functional nursing (Figure 2.2(b)) is = task 
centred approach. The charge nurse delegates
llilifljlpv
many to be the most economical way to deliver 
nursing services.(117)
in team nursing (Figure 2.2(c)) a professional 
nurse is the leader of a group of health care 
workers. The ward sister delegates responsibility 
to the team leader for a specific group of ( 
patients, and acts as coordinator of the teams 
efforts. In most hospitals using this method a 3-5 
man team can care for 10-20 patients.(118)
pattern
:Ti%rn:»."::vw::":hr"aL;'%":nt/cii.nt 
care assessment and assumes accountability for 
planning comprehensive twenty-four hour care for 
individual patient/client for the length of
to be confirmed.
The patterns of nursing care apply to several 
aspects of the present study. Of particular 
interest is the functional pattern because this was 
the system in use in the wards when the 
observations were carried out. Case nursing was 
also used in the wards on occasion for teaching 
student nurses, and the writer believes it would 
lend itself to the use of Qualpacs as a teaching
tool.
While primary nursing was not practiced in this 
setting, it is an important variable in a research 
study conducted by Felton et al using Qualpacs as 
one of the research instruments, and is described 
earlier in this chapter (2.3).
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FIGURE 2.3: Level of Wellness Continuum 
(Abdellah and Levine (122))
2.4.3 Patient Classification Systems and Levels of Care
Haussmnnn(l975) describe how, in trying 
identify criteria to evaluate aspects of nursing 
care, they found categorisation by type of ward or 
by disease entity were not satisfactory.
Eventually they found that criteria based on the 
intensity of the patient's illness were the most 
meaningful(120). Abdellah and Levine discuss this 
concept in some detail.(121)
They describe 1 patient classification1 as "a
scaling system in which the underlying continuum
can be conceptualized as expressing a quantitative
statement ol a patient's requirements tor nursing
services, 1 ranging from maximum self-help ability
to minumum self-help ability, it fits into a
?Vf wellness" continuum in which at a certain
S«t?Lw?-5??rS°ntSeeks medical hclP and becomes a patient(122). (Figure 2 .3)
centuries old. It ranges 
from a broad division into hospitals according to 
the type of patient, eg. psychiatric hospitals, 
acute general hospitals, etc., through
«ia??jficati°n "ithin the hospital according to sex 
or illness groups, to classification within the
Thl * w C lng t0 leYel of care requirements. (12 3)
=rg.„Lr:?i”sirb,p^rCp=na”:=”?^ p^iLnt°:pltal
according to their medical and nursing needs.”(124)
Many methods of patient classification have been 
developed over the years. Abdellah and Levine
t 8eyera\ ? 5  them( 125) , while in the more 
recent American literature, articles describing
?CT' a Patient classification tool used to measure
care planning(127) represent the current trend 
towards using classification with computers to
cost-effective health services and make them more 
* mli-hAa ?8 y° ?any uses for them. They "represent
sssss.iwa.s; ssi-ssu^s,,
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The concepts attached to patient classification 
have several applications to this study.
In the research setting, patients were already 
classified by coming to a general hospital. They 
were allocated co the wards according to sex and 
diagnosis. The progressive patient care system in 
the hospital ensured that none of them required 
intensive care, nor did they require long term care 
in this setting.
Another application relates to the "level of 
wellness continuum’1 described by Abdellah and 
Levine. They say that there is a point in the 
continuum when a person becomes a patient. For the 
patients in this study, not only had they reached 
this point in the continuum, but their patient 
stats was reinforced by admission into the 
hospital setting. Hardy says "a social 
organization such as a hospital may be defined as a 
system of roles."(130) Thus, the patient role with 
all its connotations, is part of the focus of this 
study, together with the complimentary caregiver 
role. Riehl and Roy refer to this patient role as 
"patiency".(131)
A third application of patient classification to 
this study involves the ‘Levels of Care1 table 
which was included among the adjunct materials of 
the Quality Patient Care Scale(132). The student 
used a modified version for this work and found 
patterns emerging from the data, which led her to 
believe that this could be a promising area for 
future research.
2.4.4 The Process Model and Quality of Care
Much has been written about what should be assesed
in the evaluation of the quality of care.
Generally the following 5 areas are included;
1. Outcome - alteration in health status of the 
individual.
2. Content - nursing care given to the Individual.
3. Process - the nature and sequence of patient 
care activities.
4. Structure - unit and hospital staff and 
resources.
5. Efficiency - the cost-benefit ratio. (133)
Nursing audit is frequently carried out as an
outcome model using chart review.
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A survey of 108 quality assurance studies carried 
out in a Pennysylvania hospital over 7 years 
(1975-1982) showed that 86,1% were retrospective 
chart reviews.(134) While "the literature abounds 
with references to quality assurance," the 
effectiveness of quality assurance programmes is in 
question.(135) Retrospective quality assurance 
studies based on chart reviews are NOT evaluations 
of the quality of care delivered, but of the 
quality of documentation.(136) While evaluation in 
all 5 dimensions is ideal, it is not always 
practicable and there is a trend towards advocating 
more utilization of the process model and less of 
the chart review.
"In 1970 the National Commission for tie Study of 
Nursing and Nursing Education put forward, as its 
first recommended priority, the study of nursing
practice problems.....  They advocated the position
that the essence of research is in everyday nursing 
practice and that the business of research is to 
examine, describe, define, explain and predict that 
practice and the environment in which it takes 
place."(. /)
Five yoars later Hegvary and Haussmann said that 
"the most valid measure of the quality of nursing 
care is that which focuses on the nursing 
activities performed in the actual delivery of 
nursing care to the individual patient: the process 
model of patient care."(138)
In this study the process model of patient care 
appraisal was used. The researcher focused on the 
patient and the patient care activities. She found 
that the patient care activities contained two 
major components - the activities themselves and 
the care element in the activities. The activities 
were relatively easy to observe, record and 
subsequently quantify. The care element which is 
fundamental to quality assessment in Qualpacs, was 
less easy to identify.
Betterff and O'Cruz describe nursing as an 
interactive, social-relational process, shared with 
other health professionals. Some aspects are 
unique to nursing. N rses are "licensed to touch, 
to share health and illness experiences, and to 
maintain an intensity and duration of contact 
rarely experienced by any ot. tr. . . .The 
possibilities for knowing, caring and sharing are 
limitless.... through caring nurse and patient help 
each other to grow."(139)
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A PERSON may be ill, dying, dead, without calling 
for the presence of another person. A PATIENT 
suggests the caring, service and skills of health 
workers, NURSING when a certain kind of service is 
needed.(140) Nursing is concerned with helping the 
patient to maintain everyday functioning and cope, 
with illness.(141) Studies confirm that nursing 
responsive to patients rather than to their 
illness, is more effective in helping patients to 
cope with ill health.(142)
Thus, while the patient care ACTIVITIES are 
important to the well-being of the patient, the 
unique CARING function or the nurse, which is so 
difficult to measure, is at least as important. 
Instruments designed to measure the quality of 
patient care must take into account both these 
components of patient care. Bergman says: "I 
believe, and I am sure you agree, that evaluation
in nursing is a combination of  objective
measurement of concrete phenomena, as well as 
subjective perceptions and opinions of the 
"feeling*' of care..,."(143)
In this stuuy the adjunct materials of the Quality 
Patient Care Scale(vide Chapter III, 3.5.9) were 
the source of the quantitative data collected while 
the scale slf, designed to rate the CARE
component the patient care activities, produced
the scores from which a value opinion was formed 
about the quality of patient care.
Chapter II 
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Ill THE INSTRUMENT
.3.0 Introduction
The following is a descriptive summary of the Quality 
Patient Care Scale manual, emphasising those aspects which 
are of particular relevance to this research project.
3.1 The Background of Qualpacs
The Quality Patient Care Scale(1) was developed from the 
Slater Nursing Performance Rating Scale(2). Together with 
the Phaneuf Audit(3) these nursing publications represent 
a major movement in America in the early 19701s towards 
finding a system for measuring and evaluating the quality 
of nursing care. The Slater Scale looks at the nurse's 
performance, the Phaneuf Audit is a retrospective review 
of patients' nursing care records and Qualpacs is designed 
to observe and evaluate patient care while it is in 
progress.
Other tests and scales have been devised and tried out, 
but these three have achieved prominence. Considerable 
work has gone into their development and testing.
3.2 The Choice of Qualpacs
Qualpacs was the instrument chosen for this project for 
several reasons. It is readily available in printed form, 
with comprehensive directions and suggestions for its use. 
It has been extensively tried and tested in a variety of 
situations.(4) It is particularly comfortable to use 
because it focuses attention on the patients rather than 
the staff, so it constitutes less of a threat for ward 
staff, and can be used without interrupting nursing care 
procedures in a busy ward.
It appears to be an efficient tool, being relatively 
simple to use and claimed to produce a reliable 
measurement from the ecoree of as few ae 5-6 patients In 
4-6 hours of observation.
3.3 The Scale (Appendix A)
Qualpacs contains 68 items arranged into 6 categories:
Subsection I: PSYCHOSOCIAL - INDIVIDUAL 15 items
Actions directed towards meeting the psychosocial needs of 
individual patients.
Subsection II: PSYCHOSOCIAL - GROUP 8 items
Actions directed towards meeting the psychosocial needs of 
patients as members of a group.
Subsection III; PHYSICAL 15 items
Actions directed towards meeting the pi ysical needs of 
patients.
Subsection IV: GENERAL 15 items
Actions that may be directed towards meeting either 
psychosocial or physical needs of the patient or both at 
the same time.
Subsection V: COMMUNICATION 8 item-
Communication on behalf of the patient.
Subsection VI: PROFESSIONAL IMPLICATIONS 7 items
Care given to patient reflects initiative and 
responsibility indicative of professional expectations.(5)
Each item is rated on a 5 point scale, 'Best Care1 to 
'Poorest Cars' with additional columns for 'Not 
Applicable' and 'Not Observed'.
Extensive suggestions for the use of the scale are given 
in the manual, including a 'Cue Sheet' containing examples 
to Illustrate each of the 68 items, directions for rating, 
for scoring, for observing, approach to the ward, etc.
The subsections are divided into two major groups. 
Subsections I-IV refer to care given directly to the 
patient and deal with physical and psychological aspects 
of this care.
Subsections V and vi deal with the therapeutic structure 
of the ward in terms of assessing, planning, evaluating, 
referring and communicating for the benefit of the 
patient.
The instrument does not ! fine the standards of the 
measurement, and these .<r. open to the interpretation of 
the individual observe-/rater. The scoring system 
converts the item ;itings into item scores, subsection 
scorer, patient scot vs and ward scores.
3.4 \ Word from the Author
Although permission is granted in the manual to uee the 
scale and its adjunct materials, "either in exact copy or 
as modified to meet local interests and needs" (6) the 
authors were approached as matter of courtesy. In her 
reply Dr Wandelt said "....I have no additional (hints or 
suggestions) outside of those in the book. We did test 
the scale extensively and it was used over at least a 
three year period before the final writing of the 
instructions." (Appendix F)
3.5 The Design and Use of the Scale
3.5.1 The Design of Qualpacs
Quaipacs has bee i designed to measure the quality 
of care received by patients in any setting, 
regardless of the category of caregiver, while the 
care is in progress.(7) The standard of measurement 
is described as "the quality of care expected to be 
provided by a first-level staff nurse"(8) and 
first-level staff nurse is defined aa "a nurse who 
traditionally is charged with providing care that 
is safe, adequate, therapeutic and supportive for 
meeting nursing care needs of patients" and who has 
been prepared for her responsibilities by a nursing 
education programme which leads to state licensure 
as a registered nurse. (9)
3.5.2 The Observer-Raters
These should be suitably qualified nurses who are 
competent to judge the quality of nurse 
actions.(10) There should be at least two observers 
who should work, together and individually, to 
.'-‘miliarise themselves with the scale, and to
practice and evaluate each other until they feel 
comfortable and use the scale reliably.(11) They 
can then work separately in rating patient care, 
but can give each other guidance, advice and moral 
support.
3.5.3 The Standard of Measurement
The authors say "a difficulty frequently identified 
....in evaluating the clincical competence of 
nurses is concern about subjectivity in 
measurement.1 (12) They deal at some length with 
this concern and suggests that nurses should have 
the confidence "to realize that they ere capable of 
making informed judgements based on observed 
facts."(13) They regard 'standard of measurement' 
as a concept too complex to be precisely defined in 
this context, as each observer-rater will have her 
own 'yardstick' by which she will judge and measure 
the quality of care in the observed nursing care 
activities.(14)
However, various testings of the scale have shown a 
high level of inter-rater agreement in a variety of 
situations.(15) It has been found "that nurses 
competent to judge the quality of nursing care 
displayed in nurse-patient interactions hold common 
conceptions of care expected oi a first-level staff 
nurse."(16)
3.5.4 Frame of Reference
A "frame of reference"(17) is included in the 
manual to help the observer-rater to conceptualise 
her standard of measurement concretely and thus 
more readily keep her 'yardstick' constant.
3.5.5 Using the Scale
The 68 items in the scale can each be rated through 
from '5 - BEST CARE1 to '1 - POOREST CARE' with 
columns for items 'not observed1 or 'not 
applicable1.(18) There are detailed guidelines for 
using the instrument including a 'Cue Shoet' with 
concrete examples to illustrate each of the 
items.(19)
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3.5.6 Rating the Activities
The manual states that observers should rate 
observed patient care activities in terms of the 
CARE elements in each interaction and their 
appropriateness to the patients needs. Thus, 
observers will focus not on tnr* qualities of 
individual caregivers, nor on their performance, 
but on the CARE factor in the interaction.(20)
If care is given by persons other than nursing 
staff, it is still included in the rating if it is 
considered to meet the nursing care needs of the 
patient or can be regarded as part of the nursing 
care plan for the patient.(21)
3.5.6.1 Rating when care is omitted:
If there are omissions of care, the manual 
states: "When particular care and interventions
and appropriate parts of the care provided for 
the patient are not performed, the pertinent 
items should be rated in the 1 Poorest Care1 
column."(22) These omissions may be noted during 
the observation period or inferred from the 
records or confirmed by questioning the nursing 
staff.
3.5.6.2 ’Not Observed1 and 1 Not Applicable' items:
The 1 Not Observed' (N/O) column should be used if 
the care was given but not observed by the 
evaluator and so could not be rated.(23) Where 
appropriate, interactions which were not directly 
observed may be inferred from the records or from 
information given by patient, staff or 
family.(24)
The 'Not Applicable'(N/A) column refers "to 
situations...in which certain actions itemized 
would not be likely to take place."(25) For 
instance, item 10 (vide Appendix A) would not 
apply to a pn mature infant. N/0 and N/A items 
are NOT counted in calculating the scores.
3.5.6.3 Interactions/Interventions
The patient care activities which are observed 
and rated in Qualpacs the authort; call
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"nurse-patient interactions" or "nurse 
interventions".(26) Their terminology here is not 
clearly defined, but the major points made in 
this regard are as follows:-
Single episodes of care may contain a variety of 
care components, involve a number of patient care 
activities, several staff-patient interactions 
and be carried out by more than one caregiver.
A rating may be ascribed to an item each time an 
appropriate interaction takes place, and one 
interaction may permit ratings to be ascribed to 
several different items on the score sheet.(27) 
Thus, to quote the authors, "as few as four 
nurse-patient interactions may provide ample 
observations to allow rating a sufficient number 
of items to provide a reliable score" and 
"ratings of as few as 30 items will yield a 
reliable measurement ....." (28)
Calculating the Score
Detailed directions are given for calculating the 
score. The score for each item is the average of 
the ratings in all the columns of that item. The 
mean score for each category of items is also 
calculated and the total mean score for each 
patient. (29)
The figures thus derived can be used to compare 
item scores, category scores, total mean scores of 
individual patients, and ward scores.
The Patients under Observation
The authors say that "since the observations are a 
part of the nursing service program and can in no 
way be expected directly to influence the care of 
the patient who is subject to observation, there is 
no need to secure the patient's permission for the 
procedure."(30)
Adjunct Materials
An "Information Face Sheet" is included in the 
manual as a guide to the sort of informat on the 
observer may require about the patient an, his 
condition which may be pertinent to his care needs, 
or affect the findings.(31) This includes personal
tr
*-
details about the patient, diagnosis and condition, 
and position in the ward. It also includes a 
"Level of Care" table whi-h may be modified or 
omitted depending upon the requirements of the 
particular project being carried out.(32)
Provision is also made on the face t»neet for a 
personnel code and census.(33) This enables the 
researcher to accumulate data about the categories 
of staff involved in the care of the observed 
patients. By coding the ratings as they are 
recorded, scores can be linked to the caregivers, 
producing an evaluation of the quality of care 
given by the various categories of staff.
3.6 Carrying out a Ward Evaluation
There are suggestions for carrying out an evaluation 
project in the ward.
3.6.1 Planning the Project
The authors say that evaluation of as few as 5 
patients will yield a valid and reliable 
measurement.(34) Each patient observed requires 3 
hours of observer time - 1 hour for pre- and 
postobservat iona1 records and 2 hours for direct 
observation. However one observer can observe and 
rate up to 3 patients at once if they are "within 
ready view and earshot.11 (35)
Observation sessions should take place when there 
are likely to ue numerous nurse-patient 
interactions. Extending them beyond 2 hours 
"seldom results in ratings for additional items." 
(36)
In summary, it is suggested that two-hour 
observation periods on 2-3 patients during a fairly 
busy period of the day may be carried out on 2-3 
consecutive days. At least 5 or 15% of the 
patients should be observed in a unit, to yield a 
"valid and reliable measurement.11 (37)
3.6.2 Selecting the Patients for Observation
The manual recommends modified random selection as 
complete ran : -.misation is uneconomical. This is 
because 2-3 patient*’ who are near enough to one 
another to be seen and heard by one strategically
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placed observer can be rated during a single 
observation session. A guide is included in the 
book for identifying eligible patients and randomly 
selecting those for observation.
3.6.3 Approach to the Ward
A "Fact Sheet About Qualpacs"(38) contains 
information intended for distribution to ward 
staff. The authors say that both staff and 
patients should be told about the proposed study 
and be given relevant information about the "plan, 
purpose and process of the evaluation.1 (39) They 
should be reassured about their anonymity in the 
study and be given opportunities to ask questions 
about it.(40)"staff should also be reassured that 
this is not a personal efficiency rating.(41)
The observers should be as inconspicuous as 
possible in the ward.(42) They will get relevant 
information about the patients from the Kardex and 
files, and may request help from staff in obtaining 
any further details they need.(4 3) They should be 
introduced to all the patients in the ward, without 
any indication of which patient(s) will be under 
observation.(44) They will select an unobtrusive 
observation position, and will remain uninvolved in 
patient care. Ward staff should ignore their 
presence in the ward.(45)
3,7 Tests Carried Out on the Quality Patient Care Scale
A chapter by J.W. Ager, co-author of the manual, deals 
with the statistical testing carried out on the scale.(46)
3.7.1 Reliability
Inter-rater agreement was tested in 3 different 
studies using the intraclass correlation as the 
index of agreement.
3.7.2 Intraclass correlation
At Harper Hospital, Detroit, 8 raters were randomly 
paired and randomly assigned in pairs to 
Independently observe 96 patients in 21 wards of 
the hospital. The intraclass correlation of the 
observers for the 96 patients was 0,74.
A smaller study in another hospital produced an 
intraclass correlation of 0,91 for 6 patients.
In a third study ot 11 patients the intraclass 
correlation was 0,64.
3.7.3 Time Sampling
In the Harper study (above) each pair of raters was 
assigned to watch 5 patients for half a day on a 
time sampling basis. Their time schedules did not 
coincide so they observed different acts of care. 
For 55 pairs of ratings the intraclass correlation 
was only 0,39, considerably less than that for 
continuous observation.
3.7.4 Internal Consistency Reliability
Using 88 observations from the Harper study, item, 
subscale and total score variances and covariances 
were computed for 55 items (out of the 68) which 
had been rated for at least 20 of the patients.
The Kuder-Richardson reliability score was 0,96, 
showing a high degree of correlation.
Of these 55 items, 40 correlated higher with items 
in their own subscales than with the other items.
3.7.5 Stability
In the Harper study 5 of the patients were rated by 
one observer on two consecutive days. The 
correlation for the successive ratings was 0,98, 
showing a high degree of stability.
3,7.6 Concurrent Validity
At Harper Hospital, the ranked order of 21 wards 
using 8 senior staff as judges was compared with 
the ranked order of the same wards from the 
Qualpacs study.
The average rank-order correlation among pairs of 
judges was 0,24. Reliability of ward ranks 
averaged over the 8 judges was 0,56. Correlation 
between these .md Qualpacs scores was 0,44. 
Corrected for attenuation with 0,56 as estimated 
reliability the correlation became 0,52.
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It Is apparent from this chapter of the manual that 
expensive tests have been carried out on the scale, and 
the authors express the hope that more will be carried 
out, mentioning particularly cross validation studies with 
the Phaneuf Audit. Throughout they are generous in their 
readiness to encourage any research that will add to the 
authenticity of the scale.
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IV THE RESEARCH DESIGN
4.0 Objectives of the Study
The primary objective of this study was to observe patient 
care in a hospital ward while it was taking place in order 
to accumulate data about that care. It was expected to be 
able to identify the nature of the patient care activities 
and to form an opinion about the quality of care.
A secondary objective was to critically evaluate the 
measuring instrument.
4.1 The Setting
nQua1pace measures the quality of nursing care received by 
patients in any setting where nurse patient interactions 
occur.” {1)
In this study it was used in the adult wards of a 2000-bed 
academic general hospital. Restrictions on the observer's 
time limited the numbei of wards to 6, and it was decided 
to use 3 medical and 3 surgical wards.
Hospital records showed that there were 13 suitable 31-bed 
adult wards, 6 surgical and 7 medical. The hospital was 
not full and the bed state at the time was 28 or 31 in the 
surgical wards and 25 in all the medical wards. (See 
Table 4.1)
TABLE 4.1: Ward Select!?n
Avtllabla
Herd*
RlMMf
of bed*
Selectee
tfcrda
1*1* r 
of bode
Aveliaklfa
Watde
H*ber 
of beds
belooted 
Herds
Mtaeber 1 
of bedel
ineeery I 31 Medical 1 21 n tit IS
5 2 31 S II 11 # 2 IS
• 3 31 S 3 2S H II IS
* 4 31 e 4 23
1 II • I II # S ISa | II • III II e 1 IS
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furfleu1 111 17 Medical 178 73
Three surgical and three medical wards were randomly 
selected by the supervisors and randomly ordered SI, MI, 
Mil, 811, Bill, and Mill. Permission wan obtained from 
the university and the hospital authorities to carry out 
the study, but neither the researcher nor the ward staff 
knew beforehand which of the wards had been selected. The
student sought approval from the- zone matron concerned 
before she approached the selected ward.
4.2 The Observer-raters
the standard of care observed with anyone.
To test her rater reliability at least half the 
observations in each ward were concurrently observed and 
rated by co-observers. Authority to train the 
co-observers was refused so no attempt could be made 
work towards an interrater correlation of scores. 
Instead, all ratings were left to the independent 
judgement of each rater.
Mine registered nurses from the hospital and university 
departments of nurring education volunteered to act as 
independent co-observers.
Test-retest reliability was tested by repeating an 
observation at the same time the following day at least 
once in every ward.
4.2.1 Qualifications of the Observer-raters
According to Qualpacs they should be suitably 
qualified nurses competent to judge the quality of
nursing c re.(2) The observer and the
co-obnerve rs were qualified nurses registered with
the South African Nursing Council. Some were
registered tutors and all were involved in clinical 
teaching with experience in assessing student nurse 
performance.
4.2.2 Preparation of Observer-raters
In accordance with the Qualpacs directions the main 
observer familiarised herself with the scale and 
established for herself a standard of measurement, 
using the Qualpacs frame of reference.(Appendix
B.2)
Co-observers were each issued with a folder 
containing copies of the cue sheets, the 
observation recording and rating forms, the check 
list and the frame of reference.(Appendix B) The
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procedure was explained to each individually and 
they were asked to familiarise themselves with the 
scale. Each was asked to determine her own 
standard of judgement. Any questions asked were
answered.
The following points were made:
i. Each co-observer would use her own judgement 
in ratina the activities,
ii. The observations would be highly confidential 
and should be discussed with no one other
than the researcher,
iii. The co-observer1s ratings would be used as a 
comparison to test those of the observer and 
the standard of care observed should not be 
discussed with anyone. 
lv. The co-observer should be as inconspicuous as 
possible in the ward and take no part in 
patient care activities.
4,2.3 Standard of Measurement
In Qualpacs the standard of measurement is defined 
as "the quality of care expected to be provided by 
a first-level staff-nurse." (3) In this study it 
was defined as 'the quality of care expected to be 
provided by a registered nurse.'
4.3. The Data Collection Instrument
For each observation session each observer was issued with 
a folder containing copies of the cue sheets, check ll*t 
and frame of reference? the recording sheets and a set of 
Qualpacs rsting sheets for each patient under observationf 
and information about the patient(s) to be observed. Each 
observer had previously been given a set of the forms, and 
was familiar with them. Examples of completed recording 
and rating sheets are shown in Appendix C.
4.3.1 The Cue Sheet (Appendix B)
In addition to the printed copy of the Qualpacs cue 
sheet (Appendix B.l), the observer drew up a 
modified version for this project. In this version 
the cues were simplified and adapted to the local 
situation and 'Poorest Care' cues were included for 
each of the 68 items.(Appendix B.3)
It was believed that the introduction of 'Poorest 
Care' cues would clarify the standard of 
measurement for the observers, and that the adapted 
cues would be easier to use. Each observer 
received a copy of each set of cue sheets to study 
before participating in the observations, as well 
as a copy for each observation session, to serve as 
a guide and reference source while carrying out the 
observations, A check list was also 
included.(Appendix B.4)
4.3.2 The Frame of Reference (Appendix B.2)
A simplified version of the Qualpacs "Frame of 
Reference" was included to serve as a guide to the 
rating system to be used.
4.3.3 The Recording Sheet (Appendix B.5)
This was an adaptation of the adjunct materials 
presented in the manual. In the present study the 
recording sheet was used to record the date and 
time of the observation period, the identity of the 
observer, and information about the patient 
including ward, room and bed position, diagnosis 
and level of care. The concept ' levels of care1 is 
described more fully in Appendix E (Definition of 
Terms).
It was originally intended to attach the patient's 
sticker to the recording sheet, but this idea was 
discarded as these personal details were of little 
significance to the present study and represented 
an unnecessary intrusion into the patient's 
privacy.
Below these base line data there was provision for 
recording the patient care activities observed. 
These were ordinally numbered with columns for 
noting down the time of each activity, the 
categories of persons involved and the purpose of 
the activity observed. Specimens of completed 
recording sheets are included in Appendix C.3.
4 ,3,4 Qu£ipacs Rating sheets (Appendix B.6)
Qualpacs items were cvpiod on to 6 loose rating 
sheets, one for each subsection. This arrangement 
made it easier for observers to find their way 
among the 68 items.
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There were 5 columns for evaluating patient care 
labelled "Best Care", "Between", "Average", 
"Between" and "Poorest Care", and 2 additional 
columns headed "Not Applicable" and "Not Observed . 
For greater clarity all the titles were repeated at 
the foot of the appropriate columns. There were no 
numerical indices given to these headings but the 
"Frame of Reference" indicated the numerical values 
of the standards of care. (See Appendix C4 for a 
sample of a completed rating sheut.)
4.4 The Observation Schedule
C :  =  resu 1 tsC in^rat ings^fo^additional it*m*. ^ 6)
T' two-hour observation periods . ra scheduled for 
f.wO-lQhOO and 10h30-l2hl0 on Tuesoay, Wednesday and 
•Thursday each week, for t> consecutive weeks, one week In
each ward.
Each of the nine independent co-observers volunteered to 
participate in as many of the two-hour observation 
sessions as possible. They slotted into the schedule 
whenever they had the time. ‘rhus 4 3 of the 65 „ ,..
observations carried out by the st dent were concur.ently
co-observed.
4.5 Approach to the Ward
Each Friday morning the researcher found out which ward 
had been randomly selected for the following week. She 
contacted the zone matron, then took a letter to the ward 
sister giving brief details about the project. (See 
Appendix C.1) She explained the project to her in more 
deta:■, answered questions about it and asked for her help 
in carrying it out.
Having received the ward nii ter1s consent, the observer 
went through the Kardex on Monday morning and made brier 
notes about all the patients in the ward. She then went 
round the ward Introducing herself to patients and staff 
and explaining that she would be carrying out a nursing 
care study, and answering questions about it.
The observer also attended the 13h00 nursing staff 
handover report. At this stage patie ,ts had not been 
selected *or observation.
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4.6 Selection of Patients for Observation
Modified random selection was carri<'<l out in accordance 
with Qualpacs procedure. All patients were regarded as 
eligible. Each patient in the ward was assigned his own 
bed position number, A3, B4 etc. Light patients were 
selected for initial observation. The order of their 
selection was adhered to. Random selection was continued 
until there were at least 12 numbers available.
Patients were observed in the order of their random 
selection. Where a second observation could be carried 
out in the same room the random list was consulted for the 
identity of the second -itlent. If the bed was empty, the 
patient in the next bed vas observed.
When a patient was moved to another room during the course 
of the observation the observers moved with the par.lent. 
However, if there were two patients under observation they 
remained and continued to observe the remaining patient. 
Likewise, if a patient was taken to theatre or left the 
ward, they remained in the room. Patient care activities 
usually continued in the patient's absence, such as making 
the bed, putting lunch aside, etc. Those were recorded 
and the observers continued the observations when the 
patient returned.
Where a repeat observation was carried out the observers 
went into the room of the patient regardless of where the 
initial obs -varion had taken place.
If a selected bed number was empty the next randomly 
selected number was used.
4.7 The Pilot Study
A pilot study was carried out in <r atypical medical ward. 
This led to the following modific .cions of the original 
design:
4.7.1 It had been intended to use a tape recorder as an 
additional aid. However, it proved awkward to set 
up and caused disproportionate anxiety among the 
staff. As it did not add much to the information 
gained through observation, the idea was abandoned.
4.7.2 It had been intended to use a stop watch to time 
the interactions taking place. Once again, the 
stop watch was difficult to handle while recording 
observations. The presence of another observer to
time the transactions would have made the observers 
more conspicuous. In addition, it was fou ijt that 
most of the interactions were extremely brief, 
rarely as long as a minute, so it was dec Jed 
simply to record the time each activity ■ ccurred.
4.7,3 It was found that the Not Applicable (N/A) and Not 
Observed (N/0) observations could not be recorded 
without discussion and agreement among the 
observers. As this may have influenced co—observer 
objectivity it was decided to record only observed 
interactions in this study and to ignore the 'N/A' 
and 'N/0' columns, particularly as these items are 
not counted in calculating Qualpac scores.
4.7,4 The recording sheet was redrafted slightly so that 
the order of the activities was automatically 
recorded. This ordinal number was then used in the 
ratings making it possible later to trace the 
various activities on the rating sheets and thus 
provide additional useful data.
4,8 Processing the Data Collected
Forms were designed for processing the data collected by 
the observers.(Appendix D) These were:
1. Timetables
2. Activity Records
3 . Qualpacs Score Sheets
4.8.1 Timetables (Appendix D,3)
These recorded the time of each activity, the type 
of activity and the persons involved. Observer and 
co—observer recordings were set alongside each 
other in the fotm of a timetable for clearer visual 
comparison of their observations. From these forms 
information was gained about the times of the 
activities, and oDserw-r/co-observer discrepancies 
in the observations.
4,8,2 Activity Records (Appendix D.2)
These recorded the item ratings of each activity 
using the activity ordinal numbers. They generated
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information about the nature of the caregivers1 
activities and their ratings.
4.8.3 Qualpacs Score Sheets (Appendix D.4)
All item ratings were entered on these score sheets 
and the scores calculated in accordance with 
Qualpacs directions. The data thus obtained 
produced information with several uses.
They included the total of the ratings of each item 
and the number of times each was rated. From this 
could be calculated the mean rating of each item, 
subsection scores, patient scores and ward scores,
Used in combination with uhe activity records the 
data produced additional information about the the 
caregivers1 activities and the quality of their 
care.
From these score sheets it was also possible to 
derive numerical data about the items and the 
observer and co-observer perceptions of them.
4.9 Application of Qualpacs Guidelines to this Project
The authors provide guidelines for using the scale and the 
adjunct materials(7), and make it clear that these may be 
adapted according to local Interests and needs. The 
following is a summary of the ways in which the Qualpacs 
guidelines were adapted and used for this projects
AFPLICOTIGN or OUMJWCS 0)1 DELIMB TO THIS PKinCT
cwLfvce
ef-fieS lqm d to  eweeure ce re  rece ived  in  eny s e t t in g
b) . . .  reg e rd leee  o f  th e  ca tego ry  o f  the c a re g iv e r .
c) The s tan d ard  o f  m aeorew ent la  th e  q u a l i ty  o f 
c a te  expected o f  a ' f i r s t - l e v e l  e ta f f -m tta e ' - 
"one who t r a d i t io n a l ly  la  charged w ith prov id ing  
c a re  th a t  i s  s a f e ,  adequate, th e ra p e u tic  and 
su p p o rtiv e  for m eeting nursing  ca re  needs o f 
p e t 1 an te"  and has been prepared  for her renpm a- 
I b l l i t i e e  by a  nu rsing  education  programme which 
le a d s  to  " s ta te  lic e n su re  a s  a  re g is te re d  nurse".
mSBMDi PROJECT ADAPTIONS
1. Design
at lined In 3 m edical and 3 su rg ic a l wards o f  a  g en e ra l 
h o sp ita l
b) A ll ca re  wee recorded re g a rd le s s  o f  th e  ca reg iv e r 
bu t th e  ca tego ry  o f th e  ca reg iv e r was recorded. T h is 
in c lu d e ! o th e r p a t ie n ts ,  v i s i t o r s  and a s lfo a ra  Wiere 
a p p ro p ria te .
c) The standard  o f  c a re  expected  o f  a  q u a l i f ie d  nurse 
who la  re g is te re d  w ith th e  South A frican  Nursing 
C ouncil.
a{ ^ e e e  afoutci Le su i ta b ly  q u a l i f ie d  nurses
b) who e re  competent to  Judge th e  q u a li ty  o f  
n u rs in g  c a te ,
o) T here should be a t  le a s t  two ob serv ers .
A ll th e  ob se rv e rs  wore re g is te r e d  nu rses . . .  
bj who were a l l  Involved in  c l i n i c a l  teach ing  and 
aesesBiwnt o f stu d en t n u rse s , 
e) For economic reasons th e re  woe on ly  one observer. 
However, th e re  were 9 re g is te r e d  nu rses who ac ted  
a s  independent co -oboervei» wirars p o ss ib le .
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3. The Standard  o f  H easuraw n t ^
a) "S uB jec tiv Ity  -  nurnea iwnit r e a l iz e  th a t tlK»y 
a re  capable o f  making Informed judgements tw ied 
on observed fa c ts* .
b) A 'Frame o f R eference1 Is  provided.
c) N urses competent to  judge th e  q u a li ty  o f nu rsing  
c a re  . . .  have shown a high lev e l o f In te r r a te r  
agreem ent.
I. The Muixiuid of Meanut raw-nt
,ij jjie  s in g le  .3 rvx vi r m.>1e a .< "f for t  to  remain
Im partia l arxl untilautxl. She d id  not d is c u ss  tire 
s tandard  o f  r a r e  w ith anyone, a id  t r ie d  to  keep 
|K‘t nwurmicment co n stan t, 
ii) Ttie otK'ervi-r cn ta td ir lK il tier own frame o f re fe re n c e , 
usirxt the (jiial[wkiu form as a rjulde. C o-observers 
t >te icsiw d w ith a oipy of tlie fr.rme o f re fe re n c e ,
c) IrKiejr-idvnt o o -o fse rv e rs  c o -ra te d  a t le a s t  h a l f  th e  
ntiser vat ions in  each ward. Tin? in t e r - r a te r  agreement 
w ill  form one o f the in v e s tig a tio n s  In th i s  s tudy .
4. Using the Seal*
a) A 'Cue S h ee t1 I s  supp lied  In th e  manual.
b) observed p a tie n t c a re  a c t i v i t i e s  should he ra ted  
In  terms o f th e  CARE e lm e n ts  and of th e i r  
app eo p tla ten ess  to  the p a t i e n t 's  neerln.
c) H ie 'Not ( tee tv ed *  col.m n i s  for c a re  g iven lu t  
no t observed and the 'f t *  A pp licab le ' onlimn for
1 tarns which do not apply to  th i s  p a r t ic u la r  case .
d) In te ra c t io n s  may be In fe rred  from records or 
Inform ation g iven  ty  p a t i e n t ,  s t a f f  o r fam ily.
4. Using tlie Scale
aj .T n -fy  o? tTie f’ue Stmet wus Issued to  each o b se rv e r.
In u ik litio n , the <4*K’tv c r  drew up a m odified v e rs io n  
o f tlie cue sheet arxl isuuixl a cc^iy to  each oo-ohservet 
to  study and use for re fe ren ce . 51 le a ls o  made  h e rse l f  
f.wil 1 ia r w ith  tlie cu es, ami re fe rre d  to  them whenever 
necessary . Stic enclosed an i tn *  check l i s t  In th e  
U e r-rv a tlo n  Polder, 
b  I Mi. tlie a c t i v i t i e s  were rerxxded and those w ith  CARE 
rrngxmonto were ra ted  cxi tlie (X ulpacs sc a le .
T1,e 'Nut 'tw ierved ' anti 'Not A |p llca l> le ' m ltsnns 
w, re  ixit usexl Ixx-auae llw-y wxild have requlre<l 
i te e rv e r  <x, <4isei vet tn K iit rence trfiidi was no t fe a s ib le  
in th i s  s tir iy . Itiese  columns were ignored,
d) ikily (**ierverl In te ra c tio n o  were recorded and ra te d  
by tlie c< «ervers.
S. Interactions/Interventions
a l K im T w ere  th e  term s uamrl foe a c t i v i t i e s  obeerved 
e x l  ra te d . Ip lso d e s  o f c e re  may co n ta in  sev e ra l 
In te ra c t io n s /  in te rv e n t le n s .
b) One in te ra c t io n  may perm it r a t in g s  to  t*  a sc rtU x l 
to  sev e ra l re le v a n t Itasae.
5. In te ra c t  Io n s /In te rv e n tio n s
a) For th e  purposes o i t h i s  study th e  fo llow ing  term s 
were usodr
n  ' rA T inrr care A crrvm E s’ fo r  th e  a c tio n s  
invo lv ing  the  p a t i e n t  which may o r  may no t 
c o n ta in  a ra te a b le  c a rs  componen t .
II) ' TRANSACTIONS' fo r  p a tie n t o f r e  a c t i v i t i e s  
wtwm re f e r r in g  to  th e  c a re g iv e r  a s p e c ts .
I I I )  ' mraWCTICNB/INTEKVBNTICNB' fo r  a c t i v i t i e s  
which inc lude  a  c a re  ccrponent and a re  -a te a b la .
b) One In te ra c t io n  o f te n  allow ed se v e ra l r a t in g s ,  which
could a ls o  vary from 'b e s t  c a r* ' to  'p o o re s t c a r e ' .
6 . C a lcu la tin g  th e  Soot*
E n ta ile d  d ir e c t io n s  S re  included In the manual for 
c a lc u la t in g  th e  sco res.
S. C a lcu la tin g  th e  Score
Oiti-cl inns for ca lcuT ailng  the  sco re s  were follow ed, 
and the sc u te s  ctmpered a s  suggested .
7. The P a tie n ts  for O bservation 
i f l b e  p a t i e n t 's  perm ission does not need to  he 
secured.
b) An 'In fo rm a tio n  Face S h ee t' Is  Included In the 
M n u a l, a s  a  surtel for th e  c o lle c tio n  o f the 
follow ing In fo rw atton i
l) P a tie n t d a ta .
11) Roan accom odation .
i l l ) D iagnosis end c o n d itio n  o f  the p a tie n t
lv) 'L evel o f  C are ' I s  d efined .
V) Inform ation  about the  u n it .
Vi) Personnel code and census.
7. Hie P a t ie n ts  for n hoerva tlcn
a) Pa R e n ts  were to ld  at exit tTie nu rsing  c a re  study
an  I a nk ixl i f  they w xild mind tak ing  p o r t ,  f lie r*  were 
m  < 4 i|c r tirn e .
b) Hie fo llow ing inform ation  was recorded on th e  'R ecording 
S h ee t' i
I) P a t i e n t 's  rwwe was not recorded, bu t o th e r
re lev an t d a ta  were included.
II) ftxia accn m rx la tlin , word and bed number were 
a l l  [ a r t  o f the  [ a t l e n t 'n  Id e n tify in g  d a ta .
H I)  D laqnoels was Included and o tlier p e r t in e n t  ftett 
sucti a s  'pat i m t  confused ' or ' for th e a tre  
a t 1 OltOO' ,  e tc . 
lv) ' le v e l o f C are ' d e f in i t io n  was m odified -
see 'D e f in itio n  o f T erm s'. 
v) Relevant u n it Inform ation was o b ta in ed ,
vti Personnel Involved in c a te  were Id e n t if ie d  on
tlie  a c t iv i ty  record ing  sh ee t.
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B. C arry ing  ou t a  Ward E valuation  
i n S ' f w ' i i T 1 5 n M i t i  w ill  y ie ld  a v a lid  and 
c a l la b le  meaaureroent.
b) N xxit 1 hour la  r e ju l te d  for pc<*- and [ n e t - 
o liee rva tlon  recu t da few eac* p a t i e n t .
e l CHioervatlnn aeeatona  ahtxild tak e  p lace  A iring  
Uiay per led* . . .
d) e x t e n d i n g  tlmw Imyrwxl 2 txxira neldue r e i u l t a  
In  r a t  Inga for e k t l t lo n a l  Itmea.
e) r< jcprvathxra rJxxild be c a r r ie d  ou t on 2-3 
consecu tive  daya. 1
I) At le a a t 5-6 p a t i e n ts  elvau.’d be ra te d  in  each 
u n i t .
5 Selec t in g  t t *  Pat len t • r . x q w . r v a t  lor.
11*  nanuol retxemonda m d lf  led  ta n k a i s e le c t  Ion 
o f  p a t i e n ts  and Includes d i r e c t io n s  to t c a rry in g  
t h i s  o u t.
10. Acproach to  th e  Ward S ta f f  
h  1 Fact Sheet V tx jt Q ua!pars ' i s  Include,! In the 
manual, a s  a model co n ta in in g  th e  inform ation  
th a t  should be g iven  to  th e  ward s t a f f  Ttw 
fo llow ing  in fo rm ation  i s  included:
11 S ta f f  and p a t i e n ts  should be to ld  atxait ttw
proposed study  and about th e  'p la n , p ir tn e e  
and ptooeaa o f  th e  e v a lu a tio n '.
11) S ta f f  w d  p a t i e n ts  should be reaam ircd atotsrt
anonymity.
ill} Observers should be aa unobtrusive as prm alble.
Is ) ob se rv e rs  should  remain uninvolved in  p a tie n t
c a re  and should be ignored.
«} S ta f f  should in troduce rtie e rv e ie  to  a l l  th e
p a t ie n ts  w ithout any In d ic a tio n  o f * l c h  
p e tle n ta  w i l l  be under ob se rv a tIo n .
8 .  C.ir l y i i x j  "O i fl K i n l  K V .ih k it Irx:
a) l i i "  I r t n i i t  l ix i  wafi I n  : a t e  6 p i t  i e n l f i  in  each ward.
Will: Iix'i«M!ilr»i o m l iiW-ixre In using  tlie ncale  and the 
h c tp  id tlie <.x> iti-M 'tvvte, uj) to  11 p a t ie n ts  were ra ted  
In ,i w.ud .m l .in avrtuijo  o f IB p a t ie n t  o b ae rv a tien s  
I*-, • .• i w ie  c i r r i e l  r u t .
b) I* .  i .11,1 t i n t  atmnt b Ixjura pee- and p o e t-o b se rv a tio n
t in,, j ,  i w itil w,ie tin p ilred .
c) r t  'v : vat Pm n c so lix i: t ix *  p lace  frri* ShOO-lOhOO end
UMilo I .it Mi mi 3 ,,»irwcu: Ive m ld-w ck mornings.
t l ) Ttio rjtner vat ion per lotla were a l l  2 hour a each.
10. *£ytno,* to  th e  Ward S ta f f
A b r ie f  ilern'i If it ive  no te  wars g iven to  th e  ward s i s t e r  
a i d  i l ie  pro^uaed stm ly d iscu ssed  w ith  h e r . Owe her 
perm ission was g ran ted :
i) Ttie re sea rch e r exp la ined  th a t  a nursing  c a re  study
was to  I*  c o r r io l  o u t , i t s  purpose and alm s, and 
answer mi gcx'nt limn at o u t i t .  
t i )  tit o i l  a n l (kit te n ts  were reassu red  about co n fid e n t­
ia l i ly  and arxxrymity. 
l i l l  I t  mei v e t •  chnse an inconspicuous p lace  to  s i t  and 
af^mated to  tie engrossed In p a jr tv o rk . 
lv) r te .i 'iv e ts  were unlnwolvml in  p a t ie n t  c a te  and s t a f f
an l |o t l e n to  p a id  ttiem very l i t t l e  a t te n t io n .  
v | Hi Itlm t s t a f f  nor p a t ie n ts  knew Wilch p a t ie n ts  were
being itm erved . ( t s e r v e r s  In troduced  them selves 
to  each o f  th e  p a t ie n ts  in  th e  ward.
e | 11 m 11,101 vat limn In e .x li ward w r e  c a r r ie d  ou t on 
n-nncnit ive Timm lay, V*xlnesil.iy are! Thursday morn Inga,
f )  tilx ( s t l e n t a  were ra te d  in  th e  f i r s t  ward, th e re a f te r  
9-11.
9 t i ,- l t ,t  in-j (lie Pat I . t i t s  for H jaetv .it ton
M .ilf  i , i l  : ,v«k n, i w l c t i o n  was c a rr ie r!  rxit in  s o a r  dance
wi th tlie d ir e c t io n s .
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V  THE RESEARCH DATA
5,0 Introduction:
"The primary objective of this study was to observe 
patient care in a hospital ward while it was taking place 
in order to accumulate data about that care•"(Chapter 
IV,4.0)
It was found that a great deal of material was collected 
from the study. This was processed and selected 
information concerning the patients and their setCi.ng, the 
observers and the observations is presented below.
5.1 The Patients
TABLE 5.1: The Patient Sample
WARD
BCD
STATE
ftfco""
OCCUPANCY 
H on Th
- w s K o n
PATIENTS
OSSSRVSD
SI 21 23 22 1
s n 31 21 H 10
Sill 21 24 11 1
SURGICAL 17 IS 37 23
Ml 23 23 24 1
Mil 23 21 21 11
Mill 23 23 11 1
MEDICAL 73 71 14 11
S A M 112 131 121 34
Prom Table 5.1 it can be seen that out of a total bed 
state in the 6 selected wards of 162, there was a bed 
occupancy at the time of the study of 139 (68 surgical and 
71 medical patients). However, between the initial Monday 
count and the final Thursday observations there were 
usually several discharges resulting in a final figure off 
121 (57 surgical and 64 medical patients). This trend was 
particularly marked during the last 3 weeks off the study 
when SII, S H I  and Mill discharged 5, 5 and 6 patients 
respectively in these few days.
Observations were carried out on 54 off the patients, 25 in 
the surgical wards and 29 in the medical wards.
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Thus using only the initial Monday figures, 49% of the 
patient population was in the surgical wards and 51% in 
the medical wards. Almost 39% of the patients were 
observed, 46% of them in the surgical wards and 54% in the
medical wards.
5.1.1 Room Accommodation
Table 5.2 shows the dispersion of the patients in 
the wards. Once again using the Monday census, 
(Total’139) it can be seen that the patients were 
usually nursed in Room B (36) followed by C (3.)
and A (28). Thus, 71% of the patients were nursed
in these 3 rooms, 14% in Room D and 15% in wards E,
F, G and H together.
TABLE 5.7: Room Accommodation
ROOM
lUMSIfl
OF
■KM
HUH
0
FAT I 
Mon
F -
MR
r
Errs
ihwr
RUMMER Of
PATIENTS
01SERVE0
MEOIC.M
MUMSKI 
OF
•cos
[. WARD!
MUNI
01
PATH
Hon
1
H R
F
■NTS
Thur
NUHSKR
OF
PATIENTS
OSSERVEC
#
0
PAT I 
Hon
p k _
IBR
F
ENTS
Thur
«• NEDICAI.
RUMMER Of 
PATIENTS
o M i i m .
A
S
c
0
1
r ! 
0
H
«
S
i
a
./i
13
11
17
16
3
1
3
3
13
13
14 
1
3
3
1
3
I
1
s
1
a
i
4
6
a
1
15
11
I 17 
10 
a 
4 
a 
}
13 
17
14 
1 
a
4
a
I
«
1
4
1
31
31
34
30
5
5
5
6
21
30
21
17
5
4
3 !
~JL
14
14
14
7
1
a
i
i ...
a i m II 57 as as 71 14 at 136 121 54
Of the 54 patients observed, 42 of the initial 
observations were in rooms A, B and C (14 in eacn), 
7 in room D and 5 In rooms E, F, G and H . This 
gives percentages of 78% in A, B and C, 13% in D 
and 9% in the side wards.
5,1.2 Personal Details
Although the name, age, sex and diagnosis of each 
patient were recorded at the time of the 
observations these details have not been included 
in this analysis. Because of the nature of the 
hospital, patients were distributed among the wards 
according to sex and diagnostic category. With so 
few wards to choose from the random selection of 
the wards was not controlled for either of these 
factors. However, approximately half the patients 
in the study group were male (69) and half female 
(70) .
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5.1.3 Condition of the Patient
The diagnosis/sex distribution oi patients resulted 
in clusters of patients in the wards with the same 
diagnosis, although at different stages of the 
condition. Thus, while sharing a common diagnosis 
the care needs of each patient were highly 
individual.
For this study the researcher used tne concept of 
■level of care1 as provided in the Quality Patient 
Care Scale manual(1) but modified it.(Appendix E) 
Before each observation she assessed the level of 
care requirements of each patient from Kardex, 
handover report and personal observation, and each 
patient was designated either TC (total care), MC 
(medium care) or SC (selfcare).
5.1.4 Level of Care
The researcher found that 'level of care' 
influenced the patient population in 2 ways:
a) It played a part in determining room 
accommodation. Patients requiring increased care 
were moved into rooms A or B and then moved back to 
rooms C or D when their care needs lessened. 
Occasionally, they were moved to a side ward for
'special1ing1.
b) It affected the 'repeatability' of observations, 
because a patient requiring one level of care 
during the initial observation may have a totally 
different set of care requirements the following 
day. Thus, a young man requiring total care post 
operatively one morning, was up and ready to go 
home the following morning. For this reason the 
level of care table includes repeat observations as 
Independent observations.
TABLE 5.3: Level of Care and Room Accommodation
HA1B
BOON!
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The level of care table (Table 5.3) deals only with 
the observer’s observation sessions. It shows that 
of 65 observations 29 (45%) required medium care,
19 (29%) total care and 17 (26%) were able to care 
for themselves.
Most of the ’total care’ patients were cared for In 
A and B (7 and 8 respectively) 1 In C and 3 in aide 
wards F,G and H.
’Medium Care’ patients were more evenly spread, 9 
In B, 7 in c, 6 In A and 5 in c, with only 2 in 
side wards E and F.
Most 'Sslfcare' patients were in C (7) followed by 
B (5), 3 in D and 2 in A. There were none In the 
side wards.
5.2 The Observers (Table 5.4)
There was one observer and 9 co-observers. All were 
registered nurses who were engaged In nursing education, 
and the observer and 3 of the co-observers were registered 
nursing tutors. All had experience in the clinical 
evaluation of student nurses. Altogether they carried out 
108 observations.
TABLE 5.4: The Observers
C D O M If tV M l OHIO 10 NL OP
. S U U t i M L
2
4
1
1
2
1
4
2
1
.SfWiPj i lP S A T TOTAL m iIN IT IA L lo w  I)N KPtAT TOTAL IN IT IA L ¥ 0 0 H 8 1 8 S I
/
/
/
A
8
C
0
t
p
a
N
]
J
2
2
2
1
2
2
1
3
2
1
2
2
7
3
3
7
3
3
1
2
1
2 
1
1
7
1
2
1
. . .  1 .
)
1
1
2
9
3
2
1
2
2
1
2
1
1
3
7
2
9
3
9
»
1
2
- m d M i m r ™
TOTAL#
ousitvca
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i
j _ i _ .
1
1
2 7  
21_
11
11
1
4
21
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24
1
1
: i
n
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H
9 41
I t
coHSieet 1
1 i 1 If ________ U _____ H 7 ......n -  i t 11— .J U _ _______ 11 .........1L, l » t
In 36 observe*ion sessions the observer carried out 65 
observations, 43 (5f> \) of tnem concurrently observed by 
the co-observers, fifty four (8'%) were initial 
observations, 34 (6",%) of them co-observed, and 11 (17%) 
were repeat observations, 9 (82%) nf them co-observed.
The co-observt rK> were volunteers who gave their time 
whenever they could fit it in. Two of them gave 5 
sessions each, two 4, four gave 2 sessions each and one 
gave one session. rhus, between them they participated in 
27 observation sessions (54 hours) over the 6 weeks nf the 
study. In this time two of them carried out observations 
on 9 patients each, one on 7, one on 5, three on 3 and two 
on 2 patients each, a combined total of 4 3 patient 
observations.
5.3 The Observations (Table 5.5)
Table 5.5 is a descriptive summary of the observations 
carried out.
TABLE 5.5: The Observations
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From this table it can be seen that:
5.3.1 Fifty-four patients were observed, 25 in surgical 
and 29 in medical wards. Thirty-four of them were 
concurrently co-observed and th»re were 11 repeat 
observations, 9 of them with •:» ;o-observer.
Thus, there were 108 observations carried out 
altogether, 88 (81%) of them Initial observations 
and 20 (19%) repeats. Sixty-five (60%) were 
observer observations and 4 3 (40%) were carried out 
by the co-observers.
5.3.2 Fifty one (47%) of the observations were carried 
out in the surgical wards and 57 (53%) in the 
medical wards.
5.3.3 Thirty seven (34%) of the 
out on Tuesdays, 3* (30%) 
(36%) on Thursdays.
observations were carried 
on Wednesdays and 39
5.3,4 Fifty-five (51%) were observed during the early
sessions (Session I) and 53 (49%) during the later 
sessions (Session II). Session I observat jne 
consisted of 27 (49%) surgical and 28 (511) medical 
ward patients and Session II of 24 (45%) surgical 
and 29 (55%) medical ward patients.
5.3.5 Counting repeat observations as independent
observations (a total of 65 observations), 1° (29%) 
of the observed patients required 1 total care1 
(TC), 29 (45%) 'medium care1 (MC) and 17 (26%0 were 
able to care for themselves (SC). Eleven (58%) of 
the 1 total care1 patients were in the medical wards 
and 8 (42%) in surgical wards, while medium and 
self care patients were fairly evenly divided 
between the two.
5.3.6 Once again regarding repeat observations as
independent observations, 22 (34%) of the observed 
patients were in Room B, 15 (23%) each in Rooms A 
and C, 8 (12%) in D and the remaining 5 (8%) in the 
side wards.
5.4 The Patient Care Activities (Tab)e 5.6)
TABLE 5.6: The Number of Activities Recorded
The number of activities observed and recorded over the 
108 observation periods was 1228, an average of 11,37 per 
period. Of these, 770 were recorded by the observer over 
65 observation periods (an average per period of 11,85) 
and 458 by the co-observers over 4 3 periods (10,65 per 
period).
In the surgical wards 551 activities over 51 observation 
periods shows an average of 10,8 per period, and 677 in 57 
medical ward observations gives an average of 11,88 per 
period. Of these, the observer recorded 358 over 31 
periods (11,55) in surgical and 412 over 34 (12,12) in 
medical wards, while co-observers recorded 193 in 20 
observation periods (9,65) surgical and 265 in 23 (11,52) 
medical ward observation periods.
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Table 5.6 also shows that in the Session I observation 
periods, 682 activities were recorded over 55 periods, an 
average of 12,4 per period. The observer averaged 12,79 
(435 activities in 34 periods) and the co-observers 11,76 
(247/21) .
In Session II the total average was 10,3 (546 activities 
in 53 periods) with the observer's average 10,8 (335/31) 
and the co-observers' 9,59 (211/22).
From these data it can be seen that the observer 
consistently recorded more activities per observation 
period than the co-observers. There were also 
consistently fewer activities per observation period in 
Session II than in Session I.
5.5 Further Analysis of the Patient Care Activities
Using only the observer's records. Table 5.7 shows a 
further break down of the patient care activities.
Table 5.7(a) shows that the most activities were recorded 
in ward Mill(156) and the least in SI (100), showing a 
range of 56. The mode was 137(511 and MI), the median 129 
and the mean 128.
The medical wards were noticeably more active than the 
surgical, the medical ward range being 119-156, while the 
surgical ward was 100-137, although the range in both 
cases was the same (37). The medical ward median and mean 
were both 137, the same as the highest surgical figure, 
while the surgical median was 121, and the mean, at 119, 
was the same as the lowest medical ward total.
TABLE 5.7: Number of Patient Care Activities Observed
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Table 5.7(b) shows that the number of activities in each 
two hour observation period ranged from 5 to 30, with an 
average of 11,85 per period. The medical ward range (25) 
was greater than the surgical range (13) and the medical 
ward average (12,12) was higher than the surgical (11,55) 
although Mil had the lowest ward mean of 9,92.
5.6 Interactions (Table 5.8)
The Qua1pace manual refers to the rated patient care 
activities as "interactions/interventions". The rated 
activities will be referred to here as interactions.
TA.'ud 5.8; The Number of Activities Rated (Interactions)
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Table 5.8 shows that out of 1228 patient care activities 
recorded by all the observers, 1088 (89%) were rated. In 
the surgical wards 504 (91%) of the activities were rated, 
and in the medical wards 584 (86%).
The observer consistently rated 90% of the activities she 
observed, 322 surgical, 371 medical and a total of 693 of 
the 770 activities she recorded.
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The co-observers rated 395 (86%) of the observed 
activities, 182 (94%) surgical ward activities and 213 
(80%) medical.
5.7 Conclusion
Chapter V dealt with the descriptive data collected. It 
shows quantitative information aoout the patient sample, 
the setting, the observers and the observations.
Examination of the data revealed a discrepancy between the 
number of activities recorded and the number rated. It 
was evident that none of the observers rated all the 
activities recorded. The main observer rated 90% of the 
recorded activities while the co-observers rated, on 
average, 86% of them.
In the following chapters the 2 sets of figures will be 
dealt with separately.
1) The Patient Care Activities: These are all the 
activities recorded. They will be examined further in 
order to identify the nature of the activities and to 
derive quantitative information about them. (Chapter VI)
2} The Interactions/Interventions (the rated activities): 
They will be processed in accordance with the Qualpacs 
directions in order to evaluate the quality of care. 
(Chapter VII)
Chapter V 
References:
1. Mendelt, M.A. and Ager, J.W.: Quality Patient
Care Scale. New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts,1974. 
p.74
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TABLE 6.1: Tne Number of Patient Care Activities
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TABLE 6,2: The Nature of the Patient Care Activities
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VI THE NATURE OF THE PATIENT CARE ACTIVITIES
6.0 Introduction
"It was expected to be able to identify the nature of the 
patient care, activities. ..." (Chapter IV, 4.0)
The patient care activities recorded by the observer over 
65 observation sessions were broken down further into 
their constituent elements.When she analyzed them the 
researcher found that one patient care activity recorded 
sometimes had more than one component, For example, a 
sister checked the patient's chart when she gave an 
injection. Another sister renewed a dressing and made the 
patient comfortable at the same time. On another occasion 
the sister discussed the patient's diet as she gave her 
her medication. Thus, it was found that the 770 patient 
care activities produced 987 components . (Soe Table 6.1)
6.1 Identifying the Nat -re of the Patient Care Activities
When the patient care activities were grouped 
homogeneously, they were found to fall into 8 broad 
categories, as shown in Table 6.2.
From the table it can be seen that 'Monitoring and 
Observation/ Investigation' formed the largest part of 
patient care activities. Together with 'Charting1 they 
made up almost one third (31,4%) of all the activities.
The nature of the activities and the number of times they 
occurred in Session I and Session II are described in more 
detail below. The caregiver involvement in each group of 
patient care activities, included in these descriptions, 
is extracted from the Tables 6.3, 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6.
6.1.1 Monitoring/Observation/Investigation: 189
Components (19%)
Session I : 103(54%)
Session II: 86(46%)
Within this category, 
checking on the patient's 
condition by observation and 
enquiry was the most frequent 
activity recorded(57 - 30%).
Temperature, pulse and 
respiration were monitored 26 
times (14%) and blood 
pressure 19 (10%). The 
observed patient was Included 
in a ward round 25 times 
(13%). The Intravenous drip 
was checked 22 times (12%).
Intake and output checks were 
made 9 times, blood specimens 
taken 8 times, and doctors 
carried out a medical 
examination on the patient 7 
times. Three times each, dressings were checked, oxygen 
and suction checked and electrocardiographs carried out 
on observed patients.
Twice the focus was on the pain the patient was suffering.
Once only activities in this category were: collection of
a urine specimen? aspiration of bone marrow? checking on 
level of consciousness? weighing a patient? checking 
drainage.
The staff most involved in these activities were student 
nurses (92 transactions) and it was their most common 
activity after comfort activities. Sisters were also 
highly Involved (64 transactions) and it was their major 
activity after 'treatment'. It was the major activity of 
doctors 46(66%) on their rounds.
Observing the patient's welfare was also a major task off 
the gone matron (9 - 90% of her care activities) and 
investigating the cardiac condition the only task of the 
electrocardiographist (3 - 100%).
The ward clerk checked on the patient's condition once and 
on 3 occasions the observers became involved in the 
activity. Ward maids were seen to be involved on 2 
occasions.
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6.1.2 Comfort, Privacy and Safety: 144 Components (15%)
Session I : 85 (59%) 
Session II: 59 (41%)
The patients' toilet needs 
were the main group of . 
activities observed under 
this heading (45-31%). They 
Included using the bedpan or 
urinal, going to the toilet 
and on two occasions 
receiving care when vomiting.
On 2 occasions air freshener 
was sprayed after bedpan use.
Another large group of 
comfort activities (35 -24%) 
revolved around making the 
patient comfortable in bed.
They included changing linen, 
arranging pillows and on one 
occasion connecting up a 
ripple mattress.
The third largest group of 
activities in this category 
involved personal cleanliness 
(33-161) mostly using a wash 
basin or having a bedbath(12), 
or going to the bath or shower (6). A patient was shaved 
or shaved himself 4 times, and once a patient's 
fingernails were cut and cleaned.
Included in this category was patient privacy through 
screening (21 times - 15%) and safety through erecting 
cotsides (2). Other comfort activities Included back 
care,(7) adjusting an uncomfortable bandage (2) and 
dealing with a patient's pain (3).
Recreational activities were also Included here and 
Involved reading (3 times) and listening to a radio(2).
Comfort activities were the major concern of student 
nurses (107 transactions). Sisters were sometimes 
Involved (24 transactions) and ward maids occasionally (7 
transactions).
On 3 occasions a doctor was involved in this group of 
activities, a physiotherapist twice and a clincial sister 
twice.
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The patients looked after their own comfort on 28 
occasions and each other's twice. The observer was once 
involved in a comfort activity on behalf of the observed 
patient.
6.1.3 Charting: 121 Components (12%)
Session I : 79 (65%)
Session II: 42 (35%)
This included all activities 
in which staff members 
checked or recorded items in 
the file or chart. The 
commonest activity observed 
was checking the records (69 
- 57%) and replacing forms 
(15 - 12%). Intake and 
output was recorded 14 times 
(11%), temperature, pulse and 
respiration 9 times (7%) and 
blood pressure 5 times (4%).
Intravenous therapy records were entered 4 times, 
injections twice, urine specimens twice and a blood 
specimen once.
Those Involved in this activity were mainly sisters (63 
transactions) followed by student nurses (51 
transactions). Ward maids were never involved.
Doctors ware involved 5 times, the pharmacist and the ward 
clerk 4 times each.
k physiotherapist was involved on one occasion and once a 
patient filled in his/her own chart.
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6,1.4 Conversation: 120 Components (12%)
Session I : 72 (601)
Session II: .8 (40%)
Verbal communication 
accompanied most of the 
activities observed and was 
not recorded in these cases.
However, there were many 
occasions when verbal 
communication was the sole 
identifiable activity in 
which the observed patient 
was participating. It was 
recorded as such and was 
subsequently found to make up 
the fourth largest category 
of patient activities.
Social exchange was the commonest form of communication 
(62 - 52%). It usually occurred among the patients but 
staff members were occasionally involved.
Giving information (24 - 20%), and making enquiries or 
requests or giving directions (15 - 12,5%) formed a 
further one third of the verbal communication.
Greetings, introductions and saying goodbye were 9 (7,5% 
of this category) and reassuring, encouraging and 
comforting the observed patients were 10(8%).
Most of these verb-1 exchanges were fairly brief, but 
there was one prc sslonal counselling session with a 
social worker which lasted almost 15 minutes.
Conversation was the major transaction contributed by 
other patients (42 transactions) and the only one of 
visitors (11 transactions). On 5 occasions observed 
patients were talking audibly to themselves.
Of the staff, student nurses were involved in conversation 
with the observed patient 36 times, sisters 16, doctors 12 
and the physiotherapists 8 times. The observers were 
drawn into conversation with patients under observation 4 
times.
Ward maids, although they worked quite closely to the 
patients, were never seen to enter into verbal 
communication with them, and the black nursing assistants 
contributed almost nothing to this category of care.
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6.1,5 Food and Fluids: 114 Components (11,5%)
Session I : 78 (68%)
Session II: 36 (32%)
There was a major meal in 
each session, breakfast at 
about BhOO and lunch at J2h00 
and these two meals accounted 
for 57(50%) of the activities 
in this category.
Tea/coffee was served after 
breakfast and again about an 
hour later (9h30) and 
accounted for a further 39 
(34%) of the food/fluid 
activities.
5.
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I II
breakfast 30
27LUNCH
t ea/coffee 38
WATER/FROIT JUICE 3 6
SWEETS 1 2
FRUIT 1
NIL FER MOOT* 2
FEEDING 2
LMSCK DIET
’
The other activities of the patient undt r observation were 
drinking water or fruit juice (9), and eating sweets (3) 
or fruit (1).
Twice an observed patient was fed by staff, and twice was 
'nil per mouth'. The patient's diet was the subject of 
another observed activity.
Student nurses nad the highest involvement in this aspect 
of patient care (59 transactions) followed by ward maids 
(38 transactions) and sisters (15 transactions).
Patients attended to their own food/fluid needs (selfcare) 
12 times and helped each other once. An observer was 
brought in to this aspect of patient care once.
6,1.6 Cleaning and Tidying: 114 Components (11,5%)
Session I : 73 (64%)
Session II: 41 (36%)
The main activity observed 
was cleaning and tidying the 
area around the patient's bed 
(47 - 41%). This included 
the bedside locker, the 
cardiac table and the bed 
Itself. On 4 occasions the 
washbasin beside the bed was 
included, and the en suite 
bathroom once.
The next most common activity 
was removing used articles 
(38 - 33%) usually the 
breakfast or lunch tray, but 
also cups, washbasins, 
receivers and bedpans.
Carafes and thermometers were cleaned and replaced on 3 
occasions.
Cleaning the floor around the bed of the ob*vt vt- i patient 
occurred 21 times (18%).
The staff most commonly involved in this category of 
activities were the maids (63 transactions) followed by 
student nurses (54 transactions). Sisters were sometimes 
involved (IS transactions) and on one occasion the patient 
(selfcare). No one else was seen to carry out these 
activities.
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6.1.7 Rest and Exercise: 93 Components (9%)
Session I : 58 (62%) 
Session II: 35 (38%)
The main activities under 
this heading (59-63%) were 
getting up out of bed, 
getting into a chair, walking 
around the ward and getting 
back into bed. On 2 
occasions the observed 
patient sat up with his legs 
over the side of the bed.
K smaller group of activities 
included under this heading 
were leaving the ward or 
returning to it. This 
occurred 18 times, 7 times in 
a wheelchair and 4 times on a stretcher and 4 times on 
foot.
Other activities included in this category were getting 
dressed (9) and packing a suitcase to gc home (3). 
Supervised breathing exercises were done twice and the 
patient was shown how to use the 'monkey chain1 twice.
Most of these activities were 'selfcare1 activities (54). 
The student nurses he1pea 32 times, sisters on 9 occasions 
and ward maids twice. Physiotherapists were involved 5 
times.
O n  9  occasions a porter helped with transporting the 
patient in a wheelchair or stretcher.
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6.1.8 Treatment: 92 Components (9%)
Session I : 27 (29%)
Session II: 65 (71%)
Under this heading were 
included taking medication 
(29 - 31%) receiving an 
injection (13 - 14%) and 
receiving intravenous therapy 
(19-20%),which together 
accounted for over two-thirds 
(65%) of these activities.
Dressings were done 12 times 
(13%).
Bladder and bowel procedures 
(10) included bladder 
drainage, bladder wash out, 
eutheterlsation and an enema.
Other treatment procedures (9) included oxygen 
administration, auctioning, passing a naso-gastric tube 
and fitting a halter.
This was the only group of activities which took place 
more often in Session II (65) than Session I (27).
The sisters were the main caregivers in this category (69) 
followed by student nurses (31). Phv-otherapisto carried 
out 5 treatment activities and dor , 4.
Twice a patient carried out hie/, i own treatment 
procedure, and a pharmacist, a zone matron, a clinical 
sister, and a stomatherapist were each involved once in 
one or other aspect of an observed patient's treatment.
8.
TREATMENT
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6,2 Items Not Included in the Patient Care Activities
("Other")
Session I : 5 items
Session II: 13 items
These were activities in 
which, the presence of the 
observed patient was 
coincidental. They could 
not, in the opinion of the 
observer, be seen to be 
directed to the patient in a 
meaningful way.
The main group (11) were 
activities directed at the 
patient in which the patient 
was unable to participate.
They included the arrival of 
a visitor when the patient 
,#ae out of the ward, the delivery of flowers which, in the 
patient's absence, were left lying beside the bed. On 
another occasion voluntary workers offered snacks which 
the patient was incapable of accepting, and on another a 
stretcher was wheeled in and left beside the patient's 
bed.
A second group off activities under this heading (7) 
related to staff education and ranged from a group of 
doctors discussing symptoms to 2 sisters checking a 
student nurse's dressing. In these and the other related 
incidents the focus was on the clinical teaching and not 
on the health care needs of the patient.
6,3 The Time Factor
Initially it was intended to time tne patient care 
activities taking place and a stopwatch was obtained for 
this purpose. However, the pilot study showed clearly 
that this was Impracticable because most of the patient 
oere activities were very brief and it was impossible to 
observe end record activities accurately and manage the 
stopwatch as wall. The research design had to be modified 
and it was decided to record instead the time of each 
activity and the order in which they occurred. From this 
information a timetable was developed which showed which 
activities occurred in each 10 minute subdivision of each 
2-hour observation period.
Using this information together with the data contained in 
the foregoing analysis of the nature of the patient care
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activities, graphs were drawn up showing the number of 
components of patient care activities in each category 
during each 10 minute period. From these graphs (Figures 
G.l and 6.2) a composite description was developed of the 
activities involving the observed patients during the 
observation sessions. (See Figures 6.1 and 6.2)
6.3.1 The Chronological Sequence of Patient Care
Activities (The number of components are shown in 
brackets)
Session I (575 Components)
8h00 - BhlO (75): ^  „ „ ,
This was the busiest time of the day, with food by 
far the most important activity (30). comfort 
activities (14) were also high, with some patients 
finishing off their washing and shaving and a 
couple using bedpans.
Monitoring activities (8) had started with some 
doctors and sisters checking up on patients. There 
was a little cleaning and tidying (7) after the 
washes, but that hadn't yet reached its peak.
BhlO - 8h20 (61): J
Breakfast activities had subsided (13), with tea 
or coffee being offered around. Comfort 
activities were still going on at the same level 
(14). There was a little more monitoring (10) and 
people were beginning to talk to each other more 
(10) cleaning and tidying was still carrying on 
(at 6).
8h20 - 8h30 (51):
Conversation had risen to peak level (12) with an 
increase in charting activities (8). Monitoring 
and cleaning were still going on (7 each) and 
patients were getting out of bed and moving around 
(6). Food was down to 5.
8h3 0 - Bh40 (62):
Cleaning and tidying had become the major activity
(18) with comfort (10), monitoring (9), charting 
and conversation (8 each) fairly active. Food had 
moved up slightly again to 6.
8h40 - 8h50 (51):
Monitoring had reached top position (14), with 
charting activities next (10). Conversation was 
fairly high (9), but comfort and cleaning have 
dropped to 7 and 6 respectively. Food 
interactions had stopped altogether (0).
8h50 - 9h00 (58) :
Monitoring had dropped to 13 but was still the 
main activity, followed by charting (11). A steep 
rise in patient activity from 2 to 11 showed that 
patients were getting up and moving around.
Comfort activities were moving up as patients want 
to the toilet, etc.
9h00 - 9hl0 (39) :
Comfort activities had reached a peak (11) ana 
patient activity was at 7. Monitoring activities 
have come down to the lowest yet (6), and food was 
still very low at one. There was a relative lull.
9hl0 - 9h20 (39) : J ,
This was still a relatively quiet period, with 
monitoring the highest, at 8. Patients were 
becoming more talkative (7), comfort and cleaning 
activities were continuing, at 6 each and there 
was still some Interest in the charts and files 
(5).
9h20 - 9h30 (48):
There was a slight resurgence of activity. 
Monitoring had risen to 11, and the conversation 
level had risen to 9, with charting close behind 
at 8. Patients were moving around more (6) and 
food activities had risen as patients were offered 
tea (5). Cleaning and tidying activities were 
steadily diminishing (4).
9h30 - 9h40 (44):
Apart from monitoring and charting (10 and 12) 
things were quietening down again. Patients were 
moving around a bit (7) and food activities were 
still at 5.
9h40 - 9h50 (28):
Patient care activities were subsiding further. 
Pood activities reached a small peak at 7, and 
patient movement was at the same level, but the 
other activities were at a very low level 
(1 to 4).
9h50 - lOhOO (19):
There was a small upsurge in cleaning to 6, but 
all the other activities were at 3 or less. There 
was no conversation and the ward was quiet.
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Session II (412 Components)
This was a much quieter part of the day than 
Session I, with no activity reaching higher than
13. The predominant activity in this session was 
monitoring the patient.
10h30 - 10h40 (14):
This was still a very quiet period, with comfort 
activities the highest, at 5, and some 
conversation going on (4). Charting and food 
activities were at zero.
10h40 - 10h50 (41):
Food activities remained at zero, and cleaning was 
still low (1) but the other activities were 
beginning to rise. For the first time treatment 
activities began to feature (6). Monitoring 
reached a peak at 12 and more conversation was 
taking place (8). There was a fair amount of 
comfort activity (6) and charting had risen to 5.
10h50 - llhoo (44):
Things were still fairly busy, with monitoring the 
main activity, at 10. Treatment was still at 6, 
and cleaning was going on at the same level. 
Patients were moving around (6). Charting 
remained at 5 and the conversation level was the 
same. Comfort activities had dropped to 4, and 
food was still low at 2.
llhOO - llhio (34):
Things were quietening down again, with monitoring 
down to 8. Treatment activities went on steadily 
at 6, and there were comfort activities at the 
same level. Conversation remained at b, charting 
down to 4 and the other activities remained low 
with food once more down to zero.
llhio - llh20 (25):
Very quiet now, monitoring had dropped to 6, 
treatment was down to 5, and patient activity was 
the same. All the remaining activities were low.
Ilh20 - Hh30 (43) :
Monitoring had risen suddenly to its highest peak 
at 13, and treatment had also peaked to 11. 
Charting had risen to 6 and comfort activities to 
5, Food activities were at zero, and there was 
hardly any conversation (1).
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Ilh30 - llh40 (34) : , 4
Activities were subsiding again with monitoring 
down to 9. Treatment had dropped to 3, while 
comfort and cleaning activities had both risen to
7. Charting had joined food activities at the low 
level of 1.
Hh40 - llh50 (36) :
A subdued level of activity continued, with 
monitoring, comfort and treatment activities all 
taking place at level 7. Patients were moving 
around again (6), charting was taking place (at 5) 
and there was some cleaning and tidying (at 4). 
There was no conversation and food activities were 
also at zero.
Ilh50 - 12h00 (33): _ „ _ ^  .
A sudden upsurge of food activities to 7 heralded 
the lunch-time peak. Treatment activities 
subsided a little to 6, conversation had swung up 
to 5. The other activities had all subsided to a 
fairly low level, with monitoring down below 5 for 
the first time since this session started.
12h00 - 12hl0 (38):
Monitoring had swung up again to 8, food 
activities remained at 7. Comfort and 
conversation were fairly active at 6. Charting 
and treatment were still going on, at level 4. 
Patients had stopped moving around (1).
12hl0 - 12h20 (37):
Food had swung up to the top, at 12, with all the 
other activities at a fairly low level - 
monitoring and charting were going on at 5, 
treatment at 4, and there was some conversation at 
the same level.
12h20 - 12h30 (33):
Patient activity had dropped to zero, and 
monitoring back to its initial level (at 10h30) of
2. Tidying and cleaning had risen to 8, with the 
removal of trays beginning, although there were 
still some food activities at 5. Treatment 
activities were still fairly active (at 6) and 
comfort activities had risen to 5. There was a 
little charting (at 3) and the conversation level 
remained at 4.
Summary
From those figures it can be seen that there was a 
distinct time element to the patient care 
activities.
Predictably, the food related activities reached a 
peak at meal times and plunged, sometimes to zero, 
in between.
At BhOO both food and comfort activities were at 
their highest as breakfast coincided with the last 
of the morning bedbath and toilet activities, to 
create the highest activity level of the morning.
Monitoring activities never ceased and maintained a 
relatively high level throughout. Comfort 
activities also continued throughout, although at a 
somewh.L lower level than monitoring.
There was a general lull in the activities at 9h50
(19), just before observation Session I ended, and 
this dropped even lower to 14 at 10h30 when Session 
II commenced, producing the lowest activity level 
of the morning.
Session I activity levels averaged 48 per 10 minute 
period, while Session II levels averaged only 34. 
The overall average was 41 per 10 minute period.
All the activities in Session II showed an average 
drop of 29 from the Session I levels except for 
treatment activities which showed a 38 point rise 
from 27 in Session I to 65 in Session II.
6.4 The Patient Care Activities and the Caregivers
Using the observer's records of 65 observation periods, 
those participating in patient care activities were 
identified and the figures analyzed.
There were 20 categories of persons who were involved in 
patient care activities:
a) Constant Caregivers
1.Student nurses (462 transactions)
2 .Sisters (278 transactions)
3.Ward maids (112 transactions)
b) Regular Caregivers
4 .Doctors (70
5 .Physiotherapists (24
6.Porters (11
7.Zone r, vrons (10
8.Ward clerks (5
9.Pharmacists (5
10.Clinical sisters (3
transactions)
transactions)
transactions)
transactions)
transactions)
transactions)
transactions)
c) Occasional Caregivers
11.ECO technicians (3
12.Stomatherapists (1
13.Social Workers (1
14.Radiographers (1
15.Librarians (2
16.Voluntary workers (1
transactions) 
transaction ) 
transaction ) 
transaction ) 
transactions) 
transaction )
d) Outsiders who were involved in Patient Care 
Activities
1 '.selfcare (103 transactions)
13.Other patients (45 transactions)
19.Visitors (11 transactions)
20.The observers (9 transactions)
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TABLE 6.3: The Constant Caregivers
SUR5ICAL MEDICAL 8 6 M
CONSTANT CAREGIVERS I II TOTAL I I I TOTAL I 11 TOTAL
L  STUDENT NURSES
1 .  M o n i to r /O S * 19 17 36 28 28 56 47 45 92
2 .  C o m f o r t 24 21 45 40 22 62 64 43 107
3 .  C h a r t i n g 18 2 20 21 10 31 31 12 51
4 .  C o n v e r s a t i o n 10 4 14 12 10 22 22 14 36
S . Food 15 5 20 21 18 39 36 23 59
6 .  C l e a n  t  T id y 18 ( 24 2 ' 7 30 41 13 54
? .  R e s t  6 E x e r c i s e 18 3 21 6 5 11 24 8 32
8 .  T r e a t m e n t 4 15 1? , . 1 ,11 31
126 : i r LSI I I I l i l 271 1m 412
L .  I 5 I T 1 M
1 .  H e r 4 to r /O S S 15 25 40 13 i i 24 28 36 64
2 .  C o m fo r t 1 9 10 7 7 14 8 16 24
3 .  C h a r t i n g 16 14 30 19 14 33 35 28 63
4 .  C o n v e r s a t i o n 5 3 8 7 1 8 12 4 .16
5 .  Food 1 - 1 14 - 14 15 - 15
6 .  C l e a n  i  T id y 4 4 8 3 7 10 7 11 18
7 .  R e s t  e E x e r c i s e 3 2 5 1 4 6 3 9
8 .  T r e a t m e n t }S 49 7 13 20 41 . I f
t f 13 a. $4 137 *47
I, WMP.BAIP#
1 .  M o n i to r /O B S - - - - 2 2 - 2 2
2 .  C o m fo r t 1 1 2 5 _ 5 6 1 7
S . Food 14 2 16 16 6 22 30 8 38
8 C le a n  & T id y 25 10 35 13 15 28 38 25 63
7 .  R e s t  t  E x e r c i s e - — - .
—Ajlju l l ___U L - J U L I J L I J I l l
RANK — S I f f i SaW R A I B S  1 ...........  I
Q®D!R ftl VRE HUMIi r RAtUfig------ WUMDSR ra tu r II 107 d o e  f o r t H Treatment 13 Clean t  TltSy
2 92 M o n l to r / O b s 64 M o n l to r / O b s 38 Food
3 59 Food 63 C h a r t i n g 7 Com f o r  t
4 54 C le a n  1 T id y 24 C o m fo r t 2 M o n l to r / O b s
5 51 C h a r t i n g 18 C le a n  e T id y 2 R e s t  6 Sx
6 36 C o n v e r s a t i o n 16 C o n v e r s a t i o n
7 32 R e s t  6 Ex 15 Food
8 31 T r e a t m e n t 9 R e s t  t Ex
In the analysis of these figures, the researcher found 
that there were 1157 caregiver actions in the 770 patient 
care activities. On examination it appeared that there 
were frequently 2 or J caregivers involved in a single or 
a sequence of patient care activities. This was 
particularly so with nursing staff, who often functioned 
as a team. For example, on one occasion a student nurse, 
a scholar nurse and a ward maid together helped a patient 
out of bed 'id into a chair. On another a sister and a 
physiotherapist helped a patient to move higher in the 
bed. Getting a patient ready for theatre, getting a 
blocked intravenous infusion running again, changing a 
dressing, are all instances of the many examples of 
cooperative action. To avoid confusion, the caregiver 
actions will be called transactions in this study.
Tables 6.3, 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6 summarise the data collected. 
They show the number of transactions in each category of 
care for each group of caregivers. They include the 
Session I and Session II figu > in the surgical and the 
medical groups of wards and 1 . ombined totals. The 
ranked order indicates which the tasks were most often 
carried out by each caregivei group
6.4.1 The Constant Car^ vers (See Table 6.3)
Student nurses, ward sisters and ward maids were the 
caregivers most constantly involved in patient care 
activities.
The student nurses frequently worked in groups of 2 or 3, 
sometimes with a sister, sharing out activities or helping 
each other with them. In terms of the number of 
transactions, this has produced a student nurse total of 
462, 40% of the 1157 caregiver transactions.
The sisters also shared tasks with other caregivers, 
usually with student nurses, but sometimes with other 
sisters, a doctor, a physiotherapist etc. They were 
involved in the second highest number of transactions,
(278 or 24%).
The ward maids sometimes worked in teams, particularly in 
their cleaning activitien. They accounted for 112 (10%) 
of the transactions.
Together these 3 groups were involved in almost 74% of the 
caregiver transactions.
6 . 4 . 1. 1 Student Nurses: 462 (40% of the transactions)
Session I : 278 (60%)
Session II: 184 (40%)
their holidays, 
nurse1.
every category of care activity.
Their highest involvement was in comfort 
transactions (107) followed by monitoring and 
observation (92).
6 .4 ,' 2 Sisters: 278 (24% of the transactions)
Session I : 131 (47%)
Session II: 147 (53%)
This category included all trained nursing staff, 
either registered or enrolled with the South 
African Nursing Council. Most of them were 
registered nurses, and mostly female.
It was the group second most involved in patient 
care activities, after the nurses, and
together they gave almost two thirds (64%) of all
the care in the ward. This group was also
involved in all 8 categories of care activities.
It was the only majar group of caregivers who had
more involvement in Session II (53%) than in
place more during Session II. The main 
transactions of this group were treatment (69) 
monitoring and observation (64) and charting (63) 
which together made up over 70% of the 
nns of the group
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TABLE 6.4: The Regular Caregivers
REGULAR CAREGIVERS I
SUR
II
GICAL
TOTAL I
Mfcr
n
tCAL
TOTAL i ii
t M
TOTAL
4. DOCTORS
1. Monitor/DBS 9 5 14 25 7 32 34 12 46
2. Comfort 3 3 3 •
3. Charting 1 1 2 2 1 3 3 2 5
4. Conversation 2 2 4 7 1 8 9 3 12
8. Treatment 1 3 1 - __ ) 2 ,2 4
11 16 21 16 6 1) 51 15 ?0
5. PHYSIOTHERAPISTS
1. Monitor/OSS _ l 2 3 1 2 3
2. Comfort - - - l 1 2 1 1 2
3. Charting - - - l - 1 1 - 1
4. Conversation 1 - 1 5 2 7 6 2 8
7. Rest t Exercise 2 2 4 - 1 1 2 3 5
8. Treatment - •» •» 2 3 ,2 ,3 5
1 1 ..'T“ 16 1 19 1$ 11 51
8. PORTERS
4. Conversation 2 • 2 - - • 2 - '2
7. Rest t Exercise 2 2 4 2 3 $ 4 5 ?
I 5 < 2 1 I t $ 11
7. ZONE MATRONS
1. Mon it or/OM 1 6 7 - 2 2 1 8 9
1. Treatment • 1 1 - - - - 1 1
1 1 i - 1 2 1 $ 16
I. WARD CLERKS
1. Monitor/OSS - - - i - 1 1 _ l
3. Charting 3 3 i i 4 4
1 - s 1 - ' 3"'"" s - i
L - m m u m
3. Charting - 2 2 2 - 2 2 2 4
8. Treatment - - - I - 1 i • 43 2 S 3 3 3 T
gfciPKM. m m
2. Comfort - 2 2 - - - 2 2
8 Treatment - 1 1 - - - - i i- — L — - - - - -J L ---- 3
■rihit
ORDER
— BSP
W m ;--
Mon Itoc/obs
■ m i n miMMPIflH ■ 
BAWHB " '
Conversation
2 12 Conversation 5 Rest I Ex
3 5 Charting 5 Treatment
4 4 Treatment 3 Mon 1toc/Obs
5 3 Comfort 2 Comfort
6 - 1 Charting
7 - .
8 -
BXTUR
C o n v e ree fc io n
ZUNB kATAdMlT
_rmTuif
9 Monlkot/5b# 
Treateent
I
i
i
•3 Ward Maids: 112 (10% of the transactions)
Session I : 76 (68%)
Session II: 36 (32%)
This category of caregivers included ward maids 
cleaners and 'pink caps'.These were maids who had 
been promoted on merit and were allowed to help 
with certain nursing tasks in the wards. They 
were identified by their pink striped uniform.
The major task of this group was cleaning and 
tidying (63 - 56%). The group also helped with 
food activities (38 transactions) and carried out 
a few comfort (7) and monitoring transactions(2) 
and occasionally helped the patient to move 
around (rest and exercise - 2).
They were never involved in treatment, or 
charting, and were never observed to carry on a 
conversation with the patients.
Regular Caregivers (See Table 6.4)
Doctors: 70 (6% of the transactions)
Session I : 51 (73%)
Session II: ly (27%)
This category included all those functioning in 
the doctor's role, whether professors, 
consultants, registrars or medical students.
After the nursing staff and ward maids they were 
the category of caregiver most involved in 
patient care activities.
The number of persons in this category who 
visited the patient was much higher than 70, 
because they tended to move round in groups of 5 
or more (on one occasion, 15). However, as a 
rule only one or two of them interacted with the 
5 whil* the rest of the group looked on.
For this project the observer noted the number in 
the group, but recorded as transactions only 
those in which there was an identifiable 
transaction with the observed patient.
The major activity of this group was that of _ 
monitoring and observing the patient's condition 
(46 - 66%). On 12 occasions they conversed with 
the patient without any other identifiable care 
transaction. The other activities of this group 
included working with the files and charts (5), 
treatment (4) and comfort transactions(3).
They were never seen to be involved with food 
transactions, cleaning and tidying or helping the 
patient to move around (rest and exercise).
Physiotherapists: 24 (2%)
Session T : 13 (54%)
Session II: 11 (46%)
This category of caregiver, who usually worked 
alone, war involved in rest and exercise and 
treatment transactions (5 each). Conversation 
feature; high (0) ind they were occasionally 
concerned with monitoring/observation and 
charting transactions.
The above 5 categories of staff,student nurses, 
sisters, maids, doctors and physio-therapists, 
were the main caregivers, providing 82% of the 
patient care transactions. The remaining 
providers of care who belonged to the hospital 
services were:
Porters (11); Were mainly involved in fetching 
patients in wheelchairs or stretchers, and 
bringing them back.
Zone Matrons (10): Were concerned with ward
rounds and, on one occasion, with treatment.
Ward Clerks (5): Were concerned with the files
of the observed patients.
Pharmacists (5): Checked the files and were
concerned with the patient's medication.
TABLE 6.5: Occasional Caregivers
"SDStJlfiAi 
I I  I I I  TOTAL I
■klfildXt"
I I  1 TOTAL I
T
U .
t  M 
TOTAL
11. ELECTROCARDIOGRAPH
l— 'l
TECHNICIAN
1.M en i to r /O B S - - - - 3 - 3 3
kh.
8
STOMATJIERAPIt . 
' r e a t m e n t 1 1 - - - 1 - 1
SOCIAL W O R m
4 C o n v a r a a t i o n - 1 - - 1 1
H i RADIOGRAPHER
8 . T r e a t m e n t - - - - 1 1 - 1 1
w , LIBRARIAN
4. C o n v a r a a t i o n - - - 2 - - a - a
Hi VOLKHTARY WORKERS
4 . C o n v a r a a t i o n - 1 - - • 1 i
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6.4.2.7 Clinical Sisters (i) : Were observed to be
involved in comfort and treatment activities, 
together with the student nur&es.
6.4.3 Occasional Caregivers (No.11 - No.16)
These are shown in Table 6.5. They gave service 
each according to her own designated role. 
Together they were responsible for 9 patient care 
transactions.(0,8%).
6.4.4 Outsiders who gave Care (See Table 6.6)
5.4.4.1 Selfcare: 103 (9%)
Session I : 53 (51%)
Session II: 50 (491)
Patients often looked after their own needs, 
particularly in terms of rest and exercise(54) 
and comfort activities (28 actions). They also 
dealt with their own food needs (12). On 
occasion they carried out their own treatment (2) 
and their own charting once, and once tidied 
their own area.
6.4.4.2 Other Patients: 45 (4%)
Session I : 26 (58%)
Session II: 19 (42%)
Patients were sometimes involved with each 
other's care needs. Most of this took the form 
of conversation with the observed patient, but on 
2 occasions they helped with comfort transactions 
and once with food.
6.4.4.3 Visitors: 11
This consisted entirely of conversation with the 
observed patient.
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6.4.4.4 The Observers: 9
Although the observe!s had asked staff and 
patients to ignore them there were a few 
occasions when they were drawn into interaction 
with the patients under observation. On 4 
occasions this was simply conversation, and on 3 
occasions it involved monitoring/observation 
transactions, once 1 food" and once "comfort.1
i
i
w
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VII THE QUALPACS RATINGS
7.0 Introduction
This chapter deals with the ratings ascribed by the
activities recorded (89%), 504 in the surgical and 584 in 
the medical wards.
The values attributed by the observer and co-observers to 
the single observed episodes of patient care were entered
:Sc%SaScr:itS*thI S ^ e c U o n s ° i r t S r % u 5 u t 2  care
Scale manual. Thus scores were derived for each of the 68 
items, and for each of the 6 Qualpacs subF'- tions for each 
of the 108 observation sessions. These f inures were 
further processed in accordance with tY ,nstructlono to 
produce a mean score for each patient, t< r each ward, and 
for the surgical group and the medical jroup of wards.
The calculation of the scores and analysis of the data are 
described in this chapter and discussed in Chapter VIII.
7.1 Analyzing the Data
The data were submitted to the Institute for Biostatistics 
(Transvaal Branch) of the south African Medical Research 
Council for computer analysis. (See their report,
Appendix F) Their findings are summarised in Table 7.1.
In their tables Group T - Group VI refers to the Qualpacs 
subsections, Subsections I-VI. They refer to the medical 
wards as "general wards" and Genl, Gen2 and Gen3 are the 
same as MI, Mil and Mill in this work, while Surgl, Surg2 
and Surg3 are SI, SII and sill. "Avcor", the corrected 
average and "Important Variable" are explained in their 
report, Appendix F.
The analyses can be divided into 2 sections:
Part Is The Qualpacs Scores and the Quality of Care.
This deals with the Qualpacs item ratings and the 
information derived from them about the standard of the 
car* observed
Part II: The Quality Patient care Scale. This includes
the reliability findings from the repeat observations and 
the comparison of observer/co-observer scores.
TABLE 7.2: RESULTS OF REPEATABILITY STUDY OF EVALUATOR ONE ON 11 SUBJECTS.
V A R I A rt 1. L C O N S ' . )  . K D Mean D i f f e r e n c e  
1s t -2nd e v a l u ­
a t i o n
t - v a l u e p - v a l u e
Group I 0,3900 2 ,7 4 0,021
Group II 0,363 6 0 , 6 3 0 ,542
Group III 0,4627 5 ,2 3 0 ,0 0 0
Group IV 0,5245 2 ,1 0 0 ,062
Group V 0,2827 0 , 8 8 0 ,397
Group VI 0,001 8 0,01 0 ,9 8 9
AVERAGE 0,416 4 2.45 0 ,0 3 4  |
Group I (Corrected Procedure) 0,411 8 2 ,1 8 0 ,054
Croup II (Corrected Procedure) 0 ,3636 0 , 6 3 0 ,542
i
Group III (Corrected Procedure) 0,3518 1,39 0 ,195
Group IV (Corrected Procedure) 0,6600 2 ,24 0 ,049
Group V (Corrected Procedure) 0 ,4 618 1,70 0,121
Group VI (Corrected Procedure) - 0 , 2 7 1 8 - 0 , 9 7 0 ,3 5 4
AVERAGE (Corrected Procedure) 0,416 4 2,45 0 ,0 3 4
IMPORTANT VARIABLE 0,3591 1,47 0 ,173
AVERAGE v» AVERAGE CORRECTED Group 1 0,5491 6 ,0 5 0 ,0 0 0
AVERAGE vs AVERAGE CORRECTED Group 2 0,6791 4,91 0,001
PART I: THE QUALPACS SCOREV AND THE QUALITY OF CARE. "It
was expected to be able .... to form an opinion about the
quality of care." (Chapter IV,4.0)
7.2 Calculating the Scores
The Quality Patient care Scale manual gives directions for 
calculating the scores. The score for each item is "the 
average of the ratings in all the cells of the item."(1)
The "total mean score is the measure of the quality of the 
nursing care received by the patient" and is calculated by 
"adding the mean scores of all the items rated and 
dividing by the number of items that had ratings, carried 
to one decimal place."(2) In this study the student 
refers to the total mean scor* as the 1 patient score1.
The scores were calculated according to the directions but 
carried to 2 decimal places.
The manual also refers to "single category mean scores" 
which are calculated by "adding the mean scores of all 
items rated in the category and dividing by the number of 
items rated."(3) The 'single categories' refer to the 6 
subsections into which the 68 QuaIpacs items are divided.
> cn is work the student refers to them as 1 subsection 
..cores' .
The manual points out that patient scores cannot be 
calculated from the average of the 6 subsection scores but 
must be calculated from the item mean scores.(4)
In the computer analysis of the data collected for this 
study two methods of calculating the mean score for each 
patient were considered:
i) 1 Average1: The total of all the ratings 
divided by the number of ratings.
ii) 'Avcor' (the corrected average): An average 
score was obtained for each item and then an 
average over all items of these averages was 
calculated as the final value. fhis method 
corresponds with the Qualpacs scoring system.
The report states that from the last 2 lines of Table 7.2, 
when Average is compared to Avcor it can be seen that both 
in the first and second observations of the patients the 
Average is statistically significantly higher than Avcor. 
(Appendix F)
The report concludes that "in calculating the mean score 
of the patients by means ot the two methods
described significant statistical differences were
observed. The corrected procedure" (which corresponds 
with the Qualpacs scoring system) "tended to have lower 
averages than the other method of calculation." (Appendix
F)
7.3 Interpreting the Scores
Although there are instructions for rating items and for 
calculating the scores, the student could find no 
directions for ascribing quality to the final scores. In 
order to examine and describe the data about the quality 
of care an empirical system was devised which classified 
the Qualpacs scores into the same 5 categories as the 
Quality Patient Care Scale. Foi greater clarity "Between 
became "Above Average" and "Below Average" respectively.
Since the Qualpacs scores ranged from 1,00 to 5,00 the 5 
categories were contained within this range (4,00) 
producing intervals of u,80. The resulting classification 
of the scores was as follows:
Best Care: More than 4,20 
Above Average: 3,4.'. - 4,20 
Average Car-j: 2,61 - 3,40 
Below Average: 1,81 - 2,60
Poorest Care: Less th .1,81
This classification, which is purely arbitrary, has 
enabled the student to give quality Labels to the scores 
and thus to quantify, identify and more readily compare 
the values of the Qualpacs scores. In discussing 
qualitative scales, Runyon and Haber say, "it is debatable 
that many of our scales achieve interval measurement (but) 
most behavioural scientists are willing to make the 
assumption that they do"(5), while Abdellah and Levine 
discuss the use of evaluative terms, saying 
"Non-quantitative data....can be most useful in enriching 
the analysis of the research and in providing insights 
into the meaning of the phenomena being observed."(6) For 
the purposes of this project these descriptive labels will 
be used as a means of discussing the standard of the care 
observed.
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7.4 The Item Scores (Appendix E)
When the item scores had been calculated by the student
according to the Qualpacs formula, each was examined for 2
factors. The one was the Qualpacs value of the item and
the other the frequency with which each item received a 
score in the 65 observations. The findings are summarised 
in Table 7.3.
From the 65 observations carried out by the observer there 
were 199P item scores. It can be seen that Items 1 and 3 
were scored in every observation session (N-65). Seven 
items were never rated and 12 items were scored fewer than 
10 times.
Three items were rated "Best Care", a]1 in Subsection V 
which is concerned with 'communication on behalf of the 
patient." These items were:
Item 58 - Patient's behaviour accurately reported 
(N=3)
Item 61 - Patient's needs met through referrals 
(N-13)
Item 54 - Ideas, facts, feelings and concepts about 
the patient are clearly communicated in 
speech (N--21)
These items were rated in 3, n  and 21 respectively of the 
65 observations.
Six items were rated 1 Above Average' all from Subsections
IV, V and VI, In rank order from highest to lowest, they
were;
Item 60 - Effective communication and good
relationships with other disciplines.(N-16) 
Item 43 - Resources within the milieu used to provide 
opportunities for problem solving (N-3)
Item 49 - Patient with slow or unskilled performance 
is accepted and encouraged (N-14)
Item 67 - Flexibility in rules and regulations (N-20)
Item 50 - Nursing care goals are recognized and
supported (N=9)
Item 63 - Evidence of insight into deeper needs of 
patients (N=:4)
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The three items which received 1 Below Average1 ratings 
were:
Item 18 - Encouraged to participate in group 
activities (N-2)
Item 21 - Helped to vent emotions in a socially 
acceptable way (N-2)
Item 40 - Patient and family involved in planning for
care and treatment (N=l)
It can be seen that these 3 items received very few
ratings as well as low scores, and appeared to be in a 
neglected area of patient care.
7.5 The Subsection Scores
The subsection scores were calculated according to the 
formula:
Sum of Item ratings per subsection
Number~i5f Item ratings
The scores were processed and 2 sets of figures have been 
derived. Table 7.4 shows the subsection scores per 
patient, their range and central tendency In each ward, and 
the highest and lowest patient scores in each subsection. 
Table 7.5 shows the mean subsection score in each ward and 
the ward ranking in each subsection as well as the overall 
rankings.
From these figures the following information was obtained:
7.5.1 Subsection Scores per Patient (Table 7.4)
Subsection I: Psychosocial (Individual) 15 Items
All 65 patients had items rated in this subsection, 
which had the second most high scores, am well as 
the most low scores. Eight of the patients had 
•Best Care' ratings (above 4,20) and 6 had •Below 
Average' ratings (below 2,61).
Subsection II: Psychosocial (Group) 8 Items
Only 11 of the patients received ratings in this 
category. Of th ge, one was assessed as 'Best 
Care1 and rated b,o and one was 'Below Average'.
TABLE 7,5: The Subsection Scores per Ward
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The Subsection Scores and the Wards (Table 7 .5)
z : . % i : n : r the hiqhest — f e r  4 o f  t h .
Subsection I . Psychosocial (Individual): 3,8 
Subsection III . Physical: 3,63 
Subsection IV - General: 3,58 
Subsection VI - Professional: 3 ,7!
TABLE 7.6: The Patient Scores
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Wards SI and Sill were rated higher in Subsection 
II - Psychosocial (Group) with a score of 3,5 each. 
Ward SI also had the highest rating in Subsection V 
(Communication) with a score of 3,79.
Subsection I - Psychosocial (Individual) in Ward 
Mill(3,8) was the highest rated subsection, 
followed closely by Subsection V (Communication) in 
Ward SI (3,79).
Subsection II received no rating in Ward Mill and 
was rated lowest in MI and SII (2,75 each). The 
next lowest score was Subsection III in Mil.
7.6 The Patient Scores
Table 7.6 summarises the patients scores calculated from 
the Qualpacs item ratings of 65 observation periods 
can led out by the observer.
Table 7.6(a) shows that there were 31 surgical patient 
scores, 16 during the early (8h00 - lOhOO) session and 15 
during the later (Session II), and 34 medical patient 
■cores, 18 in Session I and 16 in Session II. The Session 
I and Session II means in the surgical group of wards were 
close at 3,38 and 3,4 respectively, but there was a 
difference within the medical group with the Session I 
mean (3.53) Mgher than Session II (3,26).
The surgical and medical group means were very close at 
3,39 and 3,4 respectively and the medians were both 3,3 
(Table 7.6(b)), but the combined (Surgical and Medical) 
mean* of Session I and Session II are 3,46 and 3,3 3 
respectively, once aga’n suggesting a higher standard of 
care in Session I.
Table 7.6(c) shows that i patient scores were in the 1 Beet 
Cara category. These were Patient No. 12 in Ward SII, 
(4,32) Patients No. 46 (4,37) and No. 48 (4,26) in Ward 
Mill. No patient scores were rated below average.
In the surgical wards 17 of the patients received 
'Average' ratings (55%) and 19 (56%) of the medical ward 
patients, making a total of 36 (55%).
1Above Average1 scores were ascribed to 13 surgical
ii2%) f1?d i3 medical (38%). Thus, altogether, 29 
(45%) of the patient scores were above average, 3 of them 
(54} in the Best Care1 category.
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7.7 The Ward Scores
Table 7.7(a) shows the means of the scores per session in 
each ward and the means per ward. It can be seen that 
while the ward means ranged from 3,68 (Mill) to 3,24 (Mil) 
there was a greater range over the individual sessions 
from 3,74 (Session I, Mill) to 2,9 (Session II, Mil).
While there are too few ward scores lor reliable 
conclusions to be drawn, the table suggests that the care 
given the observed patients in Mill rated the highest 
(3,68) particularly in Session I (3,74), while the Mil 
patients received the lowest rated care (3,24) especially 
in Session II (2,9). This last finding is confirmed in 
Table 7.6(a) where the ranked order of the scores in Mil 
show that all the scores in Session II except one fall 
well below the Session I scores.
Table 7.7(b) shows that 3 wards were rated 'Above 
Average,' SI, SII and Mill, while the other 3 rated 
'Average1. None of the wards scored below 3,00.
Ward scores were also compared in the computer analysis. 
For this comparison the six wards were considered as 
treatments and the patient scores in the wards as 
replicates. Only the patient scores in the initial 
observations carried out by the main observer were used in 
this analysis.
The results are summarised in Table 7.7(c). It was found 
that the surgical grou*. of wards did not differ from the 
medical group of wards in any statistically significant 
way.
For some of the variables, especially the more important 
ones, namely Average, Avcor and Important Variables, it 
was found that there was a significant difference between 
individual wards. Comparing the wards with one another, 
using a much lower test level (0,005) since so many 
comparisons were made, it was found that medical ward 
Mill, in three cases was statistically significantly 
higher than surgical ward SHI and medical ward Mil.
The comparison between surgical and medical wards was 
repeated by considering a ward as an observation. Thus 
there were 3 observations for surgical wards and 3 for 
medical wards. An ordinary t-tost. was applied but in none 
of the variables was a significant difference found 
between types of wards.
In summary it was found in the computer analysis that when 
comparing surgical with medical wards no significant 
statistical differences seemed to be present in the 
quality of care.
TABLE 7.8: The Caregivers and the Quo1•ty of Care
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However, there were differences between the wards 
themselves with, in most cases, Mill being rated higher 
than SIII and Mil, a finding confirmed in the Table 
7.7(a).
7.8 The Caregivers and the Quality of Care
Using the activity records (Appendix D2) the category of 
involved in each recorded interaction were 
identified and ]'nked to the item ratings of that 
interaction. It must ne emphasised that these ratings 
were ascribed to the interactions and not to the 
caregivers. There were occasions when different 
categories of caregiver shared the rating ascribed to an 
interaction. As a matter of interest the student has
the®e ratings to derive the mean of the ratings 
linked to each category of caregivers.
IfSi* Z*8 summarises these ratings. It can be seen that 
student nurses were rated the highest of the constant 
caregivers, the zone matrons highest of the regular 
caregivers and the social workers the highest of the 
occasional caregivers. The interactions involving the 
social workers and the stomatherapists were both in the 
category while those of the zone matrons, 
physiotherapists, student nurses and pharmacists were 
1Above Average1.
However, i must be pointed out that from Chapter VI,6.4, 
the social workers and the stomatherapists received their
V;95 in only °ne transaction each, the pharmacists
in 5 and the zone matrons in 10, while the
physiotherapists scored above average over 24 transactions 
and the student nurses over 462. This last relatively high 
rating over so many transactions seems to indicate that
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PART II: THE QUALITY PATIENT CARE SCALE
"A secondary objective was to critically evaluate the
measuring instrument." (Chapter IV, 4,0)
In this study two aspects of Qualpacs reliability were 
tested. It was decided to repeat at least one patient 
observation in each ward, and to have an independent 
co-observer concurrently rate at least half the 
observations in each ward. Thus, test-retest reliability 
and observer/cc-observer reliability tests were carried 
out.
7.9 Test/Reteet Reliability
In order to test the reliability (i.e. consistency) of the 
scale over time the observer carried out 11 repeat 
observations, in which the came patient was observed over 
th« same period of time on the following day. Table 7.9 
summarises the outcome of this part of the study. It is 
evident that when the patients were observed a second time 
the observer tended to ascribe lower scores than those 
given to the initial observation.
In the computer analysis a paired t-test was.... applied to 
the first and second repeats of each observation for all 
off the different variables. The results are summarised in 
Table 7.9(b).
Except for Group VI (Corr), the first evaluation of 
patient care tends to be higher than the second, some off 
them statistically significant. Especially Average and 
Avcor. To quote from the report: "Since we observed that 
in general the first observation was higher than the 
repeat observation, we also calculated the correlation 
coefficients between these two for the major variables.
The results are summarised in Table 7.9(c). In two of the 
variables there are strong relationships, in two further 
variables reasonable, and in one there was not a strong 
relationship.N (Appendix F)
These findings suggest that the observations on a patient 
are not repeatable. The tendency seems to be to evaluate 
patient care more strictly the second time.
TABLE 7.10: Observer/Co-observer Scores
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7.10 Observer/Co-observer Reliability
In order to examine the reliability (consistency) between 
observers, 43 of the patient observations carried out by 
the main observer were concurrently observed and rated by 
the co-observers, 20 observations in the surgical wards 
and 23 in the medical. The scor s -re summarised in Table 
7.10(a). From the table it is apparent that the main 
observer consistently scored the interactions higher than 
did the co-observers.
Table 7.10(b) shows the outcome of the computer analysis, 
which used 19 of the surgical and 22 of the medical 
patient observations. From this table it is noted that 
the main observer tended to evaluate the care as being 
better than the co-observers did. This tendency is 
statistically significant re Average, Avcor and Important 
Variables. The same trend is evident in surgical and 
medical wards. Thus, when these two are compared and a 
difference is found the preference of the main observer 
for the one or the other type of ward can be ruled out. 
(Appendix F)
7.11 Validity
There are reports of validity studies, particularly of a 
cross-validation study between Qualpacs and Phaneuf1s 
Nursing Audit, (7) but these are beyond the scope of this 
study.
7.12 Conclusions
The Qualpacs item ratings were used to calculate the 
Qualpacs scores, and it was possible to use these scores 
to make assumptions about the quality of care. However, 
reliability of the ucale could not be conclusively shown 
in either the test-retest or the observer/co-observer 
comparisons and the accuracy, constancy and precision of 
the scale is in question. This will be discussed further 
in the next chapter.
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VIII : DISCUSSION OF THE FINDINGS
8.0 Introduction
The primary purpose of this study was to observe patient 
care in action in a hospital ward in order to accumulate 
data about that care. The research student focused on the 
individual patient, observed and recorded the patient care 
activities and rated them, in order to use the data to 
determine the nature oi the care and to form an opinion 
about its quality.
For convenience the patient care activities will be called 
PCA's in this chapter.
8,1 The Accumulation of Data
From Chapters V and VI it can be seen that a great deal of 
data was collected by the researcher. During 3 6 two-hour 
observation periods 54 patients were observed and 11 
repeat observations were carried out (Table 5.4). From 
these 65 records the researcher found that there were 770 
patient care activities (PCA's) with 987 components (Table
6.1). Further examination showed that they involved 1157 
caregiver transactions (vide Chapter VI,6.4). Of the 770 
PCA's, 693 perceived as containing the care component were 
rated on the Quality Patient Care Scale. They were 
labelled "interactions" (Table 5.8), and were dealt with 
separately to produce an evaluation of patient care. The 
analysis of these data is described in Chapter VII.
In their directions for using the Qualpacs rating scale 
the authors recommend that there should be at least 2 
observers working together on a project. They "are 
usually comfortable and use the scale reliably after 
observing and rating 4 or 5 patients, or at the end of two 
days of tryouts and discuss ions."(1) They may then carry 
out observations separately, each contributing "ratings to 
the total project."(2)
This was not possible in this project (see Chapter IV,
4.2) and only the researcher's ratings have been used to 
arrive at the Qualpacs scores. However, there were 9 
independent co-observers who observed, recorded and rated 
43 of the observations concurrently with the researcher. 
(Table 5.4) Their records produced a substantial amount 
of additional data which were used for the purposes of 
comparison in order to verify the main observer's 
findings.
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The descriptive information in Chapter V was accumula .ed 
from the details set out in the upper section of the 
recording sheets (described in Chapter IV, 4.3.3). These 
included the date, day, time of the observation period, 
and identity of the observer. The ward, room and bed 
position of the patient were also recorded, and diagnosis 
and level of care of the patient. Personal details about 
the patient and extracts from the Kardex were recorded on 
a separate sheet of paper. They were omitted from this 
analysis because there were sufficient data for the 
purposes of this project without them. This will be 
discussed later in this chapter (8.5).
Thus it can be seen that, while a great deal of data were 
accumulated, the limitations of this research project 
restricted their use. A more ambitious project, based on 
a similar research design, carried out by a trained team, 
well planned and computer aided, could produce a wealth of 
information about various aspects of patient care in the
wards.
From the data collected in this project, the findings in 
Chapter V suggest several promising avenues for further 
research:
8.1.1 The differences between the patient capacity of the 
wards, the bed state and the bed occupancy, as well 
as the consistent drop in patient numbers between 
Mondays and Thursdays, would be an interesting area 
of investigation. (Table 5.1)
Similarly, the ratio of surgical to medical beds in 
the 3 surgical and 3 medical wards was 87*75 (Table
5.1) Bed occupancy using Monday figures was 68:71 
and 57:64 using Thursday figures.
What are the reasons for these discrepancies? Does 
this thin spread of patients make for efficient and 
effective staff utilization? Is it cost-effective? 
Does it reflect the real surgical: medical patient 
ratio? Is it constant or seasonal? Planned or 
unintentional?
Confirmation of these figures and investigation of 
the reasons for the discrepancies, if they are 
confirmed, would probably be very useful to 
hospital management.
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project of this kind.
8 2 The Nature of the Patient Care Activities
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them.
From the 770 PCA's the research student identified 987
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and the caregiver involvement in 6.4. 
some of theue for discussion below:
Is this indicative of the importance of this caring 
function of the nurse? How does it relate to the
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of 'nursing diagnosis' which is ^ur^sntly the 
subject of controversy in nursing? What is its 
significance to the independent, interdependent and 
dependent functioning of the nurse? How important 
is it to primary nursing? Case nursing? Do we 
give sufficient emphasis to this aspect of nursing 
practice in our teaching?
common activity, it most usually occurred between 
the observed patient and other patients or 
visitors, often with student nurses, often
with sisters and doctors, hardly ever with black 
nursing assistants, never with ward maids. It was 
the main activity of zone matrons (90%) & major 
activity of doctors (66%) but third last ior both 
sisters and student nurses (6% and 81).
This was a serendipitous finding in this study and 
would need to be confirmed by a more careful 
investigation.
Although verbal communication is not necessarily a 
therapy, it has potential for being therapeutic.
The conversation with a social worker on one 
occasion received a very high rating (5,0) and on 
another a young doctor transformed a ward of 
apathetic male patients into a lively group when he 
introduced the topic of "the races" into the 
conversation. Psychotherapists and occupational 
therapists are aware of the therapeutic potential 
o' verbal communication. Nurse theorists such as 
Penlau, Orlando and Altschul have focused on It.
In the hospital wards it could be given therapeutic
meaning by:
i) Teaching student nurses to listen to their 
patient $ and to deve .op meaningful 
nurse-patient relat onships.
11) Forming discussion groups with the patients, 
tv focus on dealing with their needs and the 
problems associated with their condition•
111) using the hospital situation to form
educational groups to reinforce the primary 
(preventive and promotive) and tertiary 
(rehabilitative) aspects of health care.
There are many ways in which an aware nursing staff 
could maximise the therapeutic potential of verbal 
communication.
8.2. ) Treatment activities were mostly carried ou'. by the 
sister and more often in the later part of the 
morning (Session II). The hierarchical nature of 
the work from the humbler duties of the most junior 
student nurses through to the more skilled 
treatment PCA's carried out by the sister was 
evident in these findings. Table 6.3 shows that 
treatment activities were bottom of the list for 
student nurses (7% of their PCA's) and top tor the 
sisters (25%).
Also, with only 92 components, this was the 
smallest category of PCA's. (See Table 6.2). The 
most frequent activities under this heading were 
giving out medicines (32%) and giving injections 
(14%) (6.3.8). The more skilled procedures
totalled only 50 of the 987 components of the 
PCA's. If these activities make up so little of 
nursing practice, they should be examined further 
in relation to student nurse education. Should 
less time be devoted to teaching seldom used
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procedures? Should specialist nurses be employed 
to carry them out in the appropriate groups of 
wards?
These, then, were some of the inferences that could be 
drawn from the patient care activities identified by the 
observer from the records she had made. These are only 
some of the findings from one study, conducted by a single 
observer and they would need to be confirmed by others.
But if they are, it would be well to examine our nursing 
education programmes in relation to our nursing practice 
and establish whether our teaching bears any relation to 
that practice. Do we give too much attention to low 
profile activities? Or, on the other hand, should changes 
be made in our practice?
8.3 The Time Element
Early in this study the research student found that most
of the PCA's were brief, "rarely as long as a minute 
(vide Chapter IV, 4.7.2) and could not be accurately 
timed. However, the time of occurence of each PCA was 
recorded and she later constructed a timetable to record 
over 10 minute intervals the PCA's in each observation 
period. (See 4.8.1) While they were rot as precise as a
stopwatch would have been the timetables did give an
indication of the time fluctuations cf. the PCA's. These 
fluctuations are described in Chapter I, 6.3 and Figures
6.1 and 6.2 illustrate the time factor in Session I and 
Session II respectively.
From these graphs an impression can be formed of tne 
patient timetable in the wards. For instance, it appears 
that 8hOQ-8hlO was a period of intense activity, while 
10h3Q-10h40 was the all-time low of the morning. It was 
found that Session I activity levels were generally higher 
than Session II, except for treatment activities. Another 
observation supported by the records was that morning tea 
often followed ridiculously close behind breakfast, 
8hl0-8h40 for breakfast tea/coffee with morning tea at 
9h20-10h00.
These may appear to bo trivialities, but the ward 
environment is known to I ve a potent influence on the 
well-being of patients. A letter published in the Nursing 
Times called "Hospitals should do the patient no harm" 
saysi "A friend of mine would have discharged himself 
from hospital if the medical staff had not taken pity on 
him and allowed him to go home"... "After a few days in 
the peace of his own home" his condition improved..."He 
swore never to be admitted to hospital again."(3)
Time studies of this nature would enable nurses to examine 
the ward timetable from the patients' point of view and to 
restructure it to maximise its therapeutic potential for 
the patient. An activity timetable could be the source of 
much useful information:
How does the ward timetable affect the patient? Can 
problem areas be identified and altered for the patients 
benefit, eg. quiet periods used for the patients to rest, 
periods created for group discussion? Meal and 
refreshment times more evenly spaced?
Can it be examined from the staff point of view? 
activity periods staggered? Or staff maximised at these 
times and given opportunities for off-ward activities 
during the lulls. Would an activity timetable be a useful 
form of time and motion study in the wards?
The introduction of the timetables into these patient care 
observations gave an added dimension to the findings on 
the nature of the PCA's. While not as accurate as 
stopwatch timing, they were much easier to incorporate 
into the observational system that was used, and produced 
useful Information.
8.4 The Caregivers and the Patient Care Activities
The observers recorded the occupational identity of the 
people who interacted with the observed patients. Because 
they had worked in the hospital for some years and most of 
the people who came to the ward wore distinctive garb, the 
observers were able to identify them with relative ease.
In the few cases where they were unsure the observers 
checked with each other or with some other person after 
the observation period was over. Thus, quantitative 
Information about the nature of the PCA's was linked to 
the identity of the caregivers involved in them. The 
researcher found that there were 1157 caregiver actions in 
the 770 PCA's, and to avoid confusion she has called them 
"transactions". They are described in Chapter VI, 6.4 
together with the relevant tables. (Tables 6.3, 6.4, 6.5 
and 6.6)
From the records the researcher found that there were 2 0 
categories of persons involved in caregiver transactions. 
Four of these categories were not official caregivers, but 
did Indeed participate in PCA's, and she labelled them 
MOutsiders Who G&ve care*1 • The major caregiver in this 
group was the observed patient himself who frequently 
attended to his own needs - his own rest and exercise, his 
own comfort needs and his own food needs, in pa^.icular.
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to give their particular services.
Once again the researcher found that the records yielded a 
could have been investigated are:
S.4.1 It is not always realized what a variety of
caregivers are involved in patient care. The 
sister in charge of the ward who is responsible for 
the nursing care of the patient, usually has to 
coordinate the activities of all these people.
They are often activities which would be carried 
out by the nurses themselves in a less 
sophisticated hospital environment. It would be 
worthwhile to examine the caregiver transactions in 
more depth and from the patients' point of view, to 
establish how therapeutically effective they are. 
Also from the point of view of the ward sister 
how should she coordinate, control and utilize 
these various services for the maximum therapeutic 
benefit of her patients?
8.4.2 The classification of the caregiver groups in this
project was very broad, and no attempt was made to
identify them in more detail. However, it was
apparent that there were quite a number of 
subgroups. 'sisters' were made up of enrolled and 
registered nurses, usually female, but sometimes 
male. 'Student nurses' were made up of first, 
second and third year students and included black 
nursing assistants and scholar nurses as well. 
'Doctors' ranged from medical students to 
professors. An indepth study could elicit further 
information about the role and functioning of these 
various subgroups.
8 4.3 Another noteworthy aspect of these findings was the 
different ways in which the various caregivers 
tended to function. Ward nursing staff worked 
cooperatively in pairs or small teams, while the 
physiotherapist usually worked alone. Doctors were 
ofter in groups too, but with only one or two 
carrying out a patient care function while the 
others were interested (usually) onlookers. When 
they functioned cooperatively it was to discuss the
case together, usually at the foot of the bed, 
rather than to interact with the patient. An 
in-depth study of caregiver functioning could 
produce insights into the characteristics of the 
various caregiver groups.
8.5 The Patient Role and 'Patientology1
In the beginning of this chapter, mention was made of the 
personal details of the patient, which were omitted from 
this analysis.(8.1) If these details had been included it 
would have been possible to derive a detailed patient 
profile from the records. Such factors as the effect of 
the patient's condition, age, sex, bed position on the 
PCA's could have been investigated. The research student 
believes that 'patientology', the study of the patient, 
could be as useful a subject to medical sociologists and 
health workers as victimology is to criminologists, and 
that in-depth studies on similar lines to the present one 
could be used to yield valuable information about the 
patient papulation.
8.6 The Qualpacs Scores and the Standard of Care
While Chapters V and VI dealt with the quantitative 
aspects of patient care, Chapter VII entered into the far 
more difficult realm of quality assessment. In Chapter V, 
Table 5.8 shows that the main observer rated 693 of the 
770 PCA's (patient care activities) she recorded. These 
she labelled 'Interact ions/interventions' in accordance 
with Qualpacs nomenclature, but they will be referred to 
as interactions in this discussion.
Chapter VII describes the analysis of the ratings ascribed 
to these interactions. Part I deals with the 
calculation of the Qualpacs scores by the research student 
and by computer. The research student devised her own 
labelling system as a means of interpreting the scores in 
quality terms. Tables 7.1 - 7.8 illustrate the findings 
in this section.
In 7.4 - 7.7 the findings are discussed in regard to item 
and subsection scores, patient scores and ward scores.
The ward score findings were confirmed in the computer 
analysis of the data(7.7). Dealing only with the Qualpacs 
scores of the main observer, and disregarding the 
questions of accuracy, validity and reliability the 
following points arise from these findings:
8.6.1 Altogether there were 1998 item scores from the
observer's ratings. Only 2 items were rated in all 
65 observations. Seven items were never rated at 
all, and this could be investigated further. Did 
the appropriate interactions never occur? Or did 
the observer not recognize them? Do they represent 
deficiencies in the nursing cure? Or in the 
instrument?
8.6.2 The 3 'best care' items were all to do with
communication on behalf of the patient, Subsection 
V. However, Item No. ‘>8 was only scored 3 times, 
No. 61 was scored 13 times and No. 54 was scored 21 
times. Do the scores alone really indicate the 
quality of care, or should they include a frequency 
weighting? The greater the frequency of an item 
score, the more likely it is to tend towards the 
mean. Even a superficial examination of Table 7.3 
shows that 6 of the items in the 1 least often' 
column were scored in the top 20 while in the 1most 
often' column Item No.7, with the highest score, 
was only in the 25th position. Is this 
coincidental? Or should this aspect be examined 
further?
8.6.3 Analysis of the subsection scores indicated that
Subsection V, contained the largest number of 'best 
care' scores(10), while Subsections VI and I 
contained 8 'best care' scores each. The overall 
means also indicate that the care in these 3 
subsections in the same order, was rated the 
highest. Do these scores reflect the aspects of 
patient care that were well dealt with, 
communication on behalf of the patient, 
professional implications and psychosocial 
(individual) aspects of patient care?
8,6,4 From the patient scores it would seem that Session 
I scores were higher than Session II scores. Three 
of the Individual patients received 'beet care', 
none received less than average care. Although 7 
of the items were never rated and 3 of them 
received scores below average, and although some 
patients received below average ratings in some of 
the subsections, these were evened out in the 
calculation of the patient scores. Nearly half the 
patients (45%) received above average scores, 3 of 
them 'best care', and the remaining 55% received 
average care.
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The ward scores suggest that, while there were no 
significant differences between the medical group 
and the surgical group of wards, there were 
differences between individual wards. Medical 
ward Mill gave the highest quality of care, 
particularly in Session I, and medical ward Mil 
gave the lowest, particularly in Session II. 
However, while the care in SI, SII and Mill was 
above average, none was below average.
Thus it appears from these scores that the standard 
of patient care in the selected wards was 
satisfactory. However, while assumptions can be 
made about the quality of care, without 
confirmation of the accuracy of the measurements 
they must remain only assumptions.
In summary, the findings described in Part I of Chapter 
VII show that the rating of the interactions on the 
Qualpacs scale did indeed yield scores, and these scores 
were used to describe the quality of patient care. The 
quality Intervals devised by the research student to label 
the scores can in no way be regarded as quality 
■ .asurements, They v- t p  used purely as a means of 
interpreting the scores in order to simplify the 
discussion. The accuracy of the measurements remaini 
uncertain.
8.7 Verifying the Findings
Part II of Chapter VII describes the attempts made to 
support the findings in Part l. From 7.9 it can be seen 
that, both in the the computer analysis and in the 
candidate's observations, there was no agreement between 
the initial scores and the 'repeat' scores (Table 7.9).
In fact, it was apparent that the circumstances 
surrounding a patient could change completely between one 
day and the next (vide Chapter V, 5.1.4). In addition, 
the tendency to score the repeat observation lower than 
the original suggests the possibility of observer bias. 
From the findings in this section it appears that the 
observations in this study were not repeatable.
In 7.10 the patient scores of the observer and the 
co-observers were compared. (Table 7.10) The findings 
suggest that the main observer's scores were more 
consistent, but that she tended to evaluate the care more 
leniently than the co-observers. This is Illustrated in 
Figure 8.1 and the findings in this part of the study 
remained Inconclusive.
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8.8 The Quality of Care and the Caregivers
In Chapter VII, 7.8, the ratings ascribed to the 
interactions were linked to the caregivers involved, 
producing caregiver scores. It was stressed that the 
ratings were ascribed to the interactions and not to the 
personnel involved.
It was found that student nurses were scored relatively 
high over a large number of ratings, and it may be thought 
that they were rated less strictly than trained personnel. 
However, in discussing the standard of measurement,
Wandelt and Ager emphasize that it is important to hold 
the standard of measurement constant._ A flexible standard 
of measurement would fail to reveal differences in the 
standard of care.(4) The observer did attempt to keep her 
'yardstick1 constant, regardless of the category of the 
caregiver, and this is borne out by the consistency of her
scoring.
Thus, the fact that interactions were rated and not the 
caregivers, together with the constancy of the yardstick, 
suggest that student nurses gave an 'above average' 
quality of care. It would be worthwhile to investigate 
this further, and if this finding is confirmed, to find 
out what the quality is that is lost when they become 
sisters.
8.9 Conclusions
Apart from the foregoing findings, the data were examined 
in other areas:
8.9.1 The computer analysts considered the method of
calculating the patient scores and concluded that 
'Avcor', the corrected average, which gives equal 
weighting to all the items, tended to produce lower 
scores that 'Average'. (vide Appendix F, for their 
report) As 1Avcor1 corresponds with the Qualpacs 
method of calculating the scores, this was the 
method used throughout.
8.9.2 The research student, with the help of her
supervisors, separated out several of the items as 
being more important to the physical well-being of 
the patient in the acute hospital setting. These 
were included in the computer analysts' account 
(Appendix F) but no significant findings were 
reported.
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FIGURE 9.1i The Patient Care Activities Model (PCA’s)
IX CONCLUSIONS
9.0 Introduction
a  s S ^ " “
recommendations for its future development (vide Chapter
categories as shown in Figure 9.1. The findings are 
Chapter*VIIl.ChaPterS V ' VI and V H  and discussed in
observation and recording of the PCA's yielded data 
which were used to provide an overview of the patient care 
experienced by the observed patients. This included 
information about the number of PCA's, the nature of the 
i 4.3 caregivers, the time factor and a quality 
evaluation. Limitations in the scope of the research 
prevented a more detailed study of any aspect of the
v^l^*bl°°|^f^*^*^f**""**^****9ated^in^Septh*Io prSducI*** 
valuable information about nursing practice and patient
9.1 Appraisal of the Instrument
A secondary objective of this study was to evaluate the 
measuring instrument. It is claimed by its authors to 
have potentia! uses which are quoted in Chapter I (vide
p^ticabiiitrSf
purposes:
9*1 *1 To Determine tne Level of Quality of Nursing Care
undeZ"thi5"hliSlnS*-"tS^pZZ2ld%^i5$oZ2StlZn^;Sr"**^
administrative purposes, to account for the 
execution of a service responsibility and for 
supervisor- to account to administration for the 
level, of quality of the nursing programme, (i)
From the findings in this study the scores derived 
from the measuring instrument are not sufficiently 
reliable to be used to determine the level of the
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scores from an ordinal scale is open to question, 
and the use of an undefined standard of 
measurement. All these shortcomings would lead any 
reasonable person to doubt the authenticity of the 
scores.
To Identify Strengths and Weaknesses
The authors suggest that the scale may be used to 
identify strengths and weaknesses in patient care 
or to determine the effectiveness of changes in 
programme, etc.(2)
In the opinion of the candidate the Qualpacs 
scoring system could be used tor this purpose, but 
only by a suitably qualified team of trained 
observers with an agreed standard of measurement. 
The effectiveness, of their ubsea nations would 
depend upon their nu nrwledge and their
ability to interpre ores in the light of
their experience. T. hey would be able to 
identify the strengths, -.nd weaknesses and determine 
the effectiveness of change, using the scoring 
system to support their opinions.
For Educational Purposes
The authors also suggest that the sc.*; can be used 
for educational purposes, to alert personnel to 
often-neglected elements of care and as a teaching 
aid to Improve alertness in observations.(3)
As an educational instrument the candidate believes 
that Qualpacs scale has a great deal of potential. 
In giving staff or students guidelines and the 
opportunity to observe and evaluate patient care in 
their wards it would help to develop skills in many 
areas. It would develop their observational 
skills, increase their awareness and understanding 
of patient care, particularly from the patient's 
point of view. It has the distinct advantage of 
being able to be used without interrupting the 
routine of a busy ward, and of producing ample 
material in only 2 hours of observation. Under the 
guidance of a tutor and with the goodwill of the 
ward sister, both trained staff and student nurses 
would derive benefit from using this method of 
examining nursing practice and using their findings 
as a basis for further discussion and the 
Introduction of appropriate educational programmes.
9.1.4 Convenience
Not much has been published about the use of 
Qualpacs in this country. The candidate found it a 
very convenient instrument to use, as mentioned in
9.1.3 above, and because it is presented as a 
manual clearly intended for this purpose. However, 
there were shortcomings:
i) The scale in the appendix of the manual did 
not clearly separate out the subdivisions of 
the items. For this project the research 
student set out the items of each subsection 
on a separate sheet. This made it easier for 
the observers to manage in the practical 
situation.
ii) Sixty-eight items were not easy to sift 
through when rating interactions. For this 
study a checklist was provided which was 
helpful to the observers, particularly in the 
earlier observations
iii) The cues were clear, but gave only clues to 
best care. The research student drew up a 
modified cue sheet which gave examples for 
both 'best care' and 'poorest care'.
iv) There was no interpretation of the scores. In 
this study thv student devised descriptive 
labels for the various levels of scores (vide 
Chapter VII,7.3). This was not intended as an 
interval measurement, but was purely a 
descriptive device, and it simplified the 
discussion of the findings in this section.
9.1.5 The Methodology
i) Qualpacs has been designed to evaluate care
while it is in progress. In Donabedian's
terms it is a 'process' model (vide Chapter
11,2.3(69)) and in research terms it uses the 
observational method.
The observational method is one of the oldest 
forms of gathering data and has many 
advantages and disadvantages. The effect of 
observers on the situations they observe has 
long been a matter of debate. Kerlinger says: 
"Individuals and groups seem -o adapt rather 
quickly to an observer's presence and to act 
as they would usually act "(4) In this study 
it was difficult to know how the observers 
affected the patients and staff. They worked 
in the wards as clinical teaching sisters and
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most of the ward staff knew them and appeared 
to accept them. The doctors sometimes made 
remarks about their presence in the ward and 
seemed to be more aware of them than the other 
people, who usually ignored them. Further 
research would be necessary to measure the 
impact of the observers on the staff and 
patients in a study such as this one.
I,
ii) Qualpacs uses a numerical rating scale, which 
is "perhaps the easiest to ....use. In 
addition, because the numbers may represent 
equal intervals in the mind of the observer, 
they may approach interval measurement." (5)
Also, it is a graphic rating scale. These 
"are probably the best because they fix a 
continuum in the mind of the observer. They 
suggest equal intervals. They are clear and 
easy to understand and use." Guilford says, 
"The virtue of graphic rating seal»s are many; 
their faults are few." However, all rating 
scales are prone to constant or biased 
error.(6)
In this study the recording and rating of the 
observations was not difficult. Some of the 
co-observers remarked that they found it both 
interesting and enlightening to observe the 
patient care. Some, however, were very 
critical of what they saw and it seemed as 
though their opinions mr >.ve influenced 
their ratings toward r of severity." On
the other hand observe .o-observer 
comparisons suggest that the main observer may 
have exhibited 'error of leniency1. Thus 
both these errors of bias may have been 
present in this study to Invalidate the 
findings.
lii) The authors of Qualpacs refuse to define the
standard of measurement because, they say;
- persons knowledgeable in the field identify 
similar observable examples of 1 care 
provided by a first-level staff nurse";
- there is general agreement about nurse 
actions that make up this standard of care;
- there is high inter-rater agreement between 
Qualpacs and the Slator scale using the same 
standard of measurement;
- n o  -
- delineation of the many elements and
patterns would be so involved and lengthy 
it would become unusable.(7)
They cite many example to support their 
stand, and although they recommend that thare 
should be 2 observer-raters who should study 
and practice together their emphasis is on 
their mutually supportive function rather than 
on their training and correlation of 
scores.(8) The authors stand firm in their 
assertion that "nurses competent to judge the 
quality of nursing care displayed in 
nurse-patient interactions hold common 
conceptions of care expected of a first-level 
staff nurse."(9) "Findings from various 
testings of the scale have demonstrated that 
there is high inter-rater agreement in 
measurements of the quality of nursing 
care."(10) For these and other reasons they do 
not define the standard of measurement.
However, Pol it and Hungler say,"If persons are 
to become good 'instruments' for measuring 
observational data, then they must be trained 
to observe in such a way that accuracy is 
maximized and biases are minimized. The 
training of observers is a crucial phase in 
the preparation for a study and should not be 
neglected."(11)
In this project, the observer received no 
observational training. She carried out the 
observations and in order to test the 
reliability of her findings suitably qualified 
nurses concurrently rated at least half the 
observations. As nurses engaged in clinical 
teaching and accustomed to assessing the 
performance of student nurses, while not being 
trained to use the instrument, these nurses 
were judged to be competent for the task of 
evaluating the quality of care. Their scores 
were intended to form a basis for comparison, 
either to substantiate or to invalidate the 
observer's findings.
However, a comparison of the observer's and 
the co-observers' scores, while showing that 
the observer's scores were, more consistent and 
more lenient, was inconclusive. Thus, in this 
study because there was no definite standard 
of measurement the scores lacked credibility.
iv) calculation of the Qualpacs scores is
straightforward, but it is based on the
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assumption that the scale has equal 
intervals. Thus the derivation of a mean 
score from an ordinal scale may also have 
contributed to the lack of agreement between 
observer and co-observer scores.
In the opinion of the candidate, the instrument may be 
used for educational purposes and, with careful control, 
as an aid to identify strengths and weaknesses in patient 
care. However, the patient care activities (PCA s) 
recorded by the observer yielded considerably more 
quantifiable data than the scale. It may be of more 
value, in determining the level of the quality of nursing 
care, to rely more on the observation of PCA1s and to use 
the scale descriptively, or even to rate the PCA's 
directly on a 5 - point scale.
9.2 Conclusions
One of the alms of this study was to identify from the 
observations, the current state of nursing practice in the 
wards, (Vide Chapter I, 1.1) Information about the 
current state of nursing practice in the wards at the time 
of these observations, has been described and discussed -n 
the earlier chapters, and may be summed up as follows:
9,2.1 The wards were never full. The reasons for this 
were not investigated, nor the effect on patient 
care, but it is probably linked to the crisis in 
the hospital services which has existed for some 
years (12)(13) and an indication of the effect of 
socio-economic factors on nursing practice at that 
time.
9.2.2 Patient classification as described by Abdel1ah and 
Levine affected several areas of patient care.(14) 
Patients in the ward were not in need of intensive 
care or of long terra care in this setting. They 
were clustered according to diagnosis. Their 
condition influenced their position in the ward. 
Thus nursing care tended to be specialised and 
Included modified progressive patient care 
principles.
9.2.3 Interactions with the patient were seen to be
brief, rarely lasting as long as a minute, probably 
in keeping with the task centred approach in the 
wards at that time.
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9.2.4 Quantification of the PCA's showed that
monitoring/observing/investigating the condition of 
the patient were the most common and treatment 
activities the least. This is discussed in detail 
in Chapter VI, 6.1, while 6.4 describes which of 
the PCA's belonged to each group of caregivers, the 
'division of labour.1
This section shows the major role played by the 
student nurses, ward sisters and ward maids in the 
patient care, and also how many other persons are 
Involved in various aspects of patient care in the 
wards. With this splintering of patient care a 
feature of current nursing practice is the 
necessity to function cooperatively with other 
caregivers and to coordinate all their activities 
for the benefit of the patient. It also highlights 
the trend toward the specialized functioning of 
caregivers in the wards at this time, eg. 
stomatherapists, electrocardiograph technicians, 
librarians, etc.
9.2.5 Also in Chapter VI, 6.3 dealt with the time element 
of the PCA's. From this a picture of the ward 
timetable at that time emerged and the flow of 
PCA's through the course of the morning were 
described.
9.2.6 An attempt to measure the quality of care using the 
Quality Patient Care Scale revealed that the level 
of care was average or above average, never below. 
Of the nursing staff, the stomatherapist, the zone 
matrons and the student nurses received above 
average scores. However, these scores were 
unconfirmed and these findings were inconclusive.
Thus, it can be seen that the observations produced a 
quantity of information about nursing practice in the 
wards, limited only by the restricted scope of the study.
9.3 Recommendations
In Chapter I, 1.1 it was stated that there was no 
established system in the wards for measuring the care 
being received by patients. The intention of this project 
was to take an objective look at current nursing practice 
in order to identify its present state and to make 
recommendations for its future development.
Based on the findings in this study, the research student 
believes that an evaluation system could be Introduced 
into the hospital as a series of observational studies, 
using the Quality Patient Care Scale manual as a guide and 
tool because it contains a great deal of useful material,
The rating scale may be used, but only as a support to the 
main study.
The student has drawn up a model, Figure 9.1, to illustrate 
the form she would suggest for the observational studies.
They focus on the individual patient, and the patient care 
activities (PCA's) are observed and recorded. In the 
experience of the research student a great deal of useful 
material can be derived from the observation of PCA's.
It would be important to Imve a small trained team of 
observers, 2 - 4  would be enough, to decide on their methods 
and standards and to make decisions about the significance 
of their findings. The team would have to come together to 
plan and coordinate their work. They should approach the 
wards with consideration and tact and may possibly carry 
out observations alone in order to avoid becoming a threat 
to the ward staff. Findings should be dealt with in a 
non-threatening way if the system is to function smoothly.
The method advocated in the Qualpacs manual for carrying 
out the observations has many advantages. It can be used 
on a time sampling basis, with two-hourly observation periods 
producing much useful material. It can be used without 
interrupting ward routines. Because it focuses on individual 
patients, it can be used in almost any setting, ranging 
from the sophisticated urban hospital to a small cottage 
hospital, to produce information about patient care 
relevant to that setting.
The introduction of such an evaluation system into the 
hospitals could be of enormous value to the health services, 
and the potential uses of such a system are manifold, 
for examples
- To form an opinion about patient care and to 
act accordingly.
- To be used as a method of performance appraisal 
in any unit, both for ward staff and for student 
nurses.
- To examine nursing practice and make recommendations 
for Improvement.
- To examine ward timetables and make changes for the 
benefit of the patients or staff.
- To create an awareness in staff of all the dimensions 
of patient care.
Such a hospital evaluation system could he used by nursing 
management to identify strengths and weaknesses in patient 
care, and as a means of motivating hospital staff towards the 
improvement of patient care. As an educational aid, it can 
be used by clinical teaching staff to help student nurses 
to improve their observational skills and to gain a deeper 
understanding of nursing practice. The Qualpacs rating scale 
can be used to provide a quality score, or it may be possible 
to rate the PCA's directly, using the same 5-point ratings 
as Qualpacs and the standard of measurement advocated by 
the authors of the Quality Patient Care Scale. Despite 
its shortcomings, Qualpacs has many good qualities. It can 
be used effectively provided its deficiencies are kept 
in mind.
From her experience in carrying out this research project, 
the research student has formed the opinion that there is 
great potential for the improvement of nursing practice in 
the Introduction of a patient care activities (PCA's) 
system of evaluation into the hospitals.
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APPENDIX A: The Quality Patient Care Scale Items
• Art Irm  ilrscuwl timeH le e tln t 
dividual patte ite .
1. H I lent racial vaa iauaa '1  full « tent Ion,
1. H tlan t la liven «n opportunity as a tf l t la  hi* faallm a.
1. M t l e t  la a ttm achad In a kind, «anlla. and frtandly eam ar.
1. I-at l e t ' a  U taim prla te  behaviour la napandad to  In a 
thnrapiutlc laamer.
I .  Aprtnprlata action la taken I* t aaaanai to anticipated 
or war 1 teat pat I to t analety or 41 a t reel.
I .  Patient roealmea aoplarauon and vatbal raeeauraaca t*wi
1, P a tla tt raeelvea attaint Ian tree  raarea ultb naldt 
Involved In a mttherapeutlc my.
I. Pat lam la ftaan eeeldareue* a* a aatdbat e l  a lae lly  and 
anrlaty.
1. Patlant retelvea i t  te e  l*n far M l antrltual aaade.
Id. the r a j ' t t u ^  as damnlue patient anuirm a t-i teoatva
11. Pailent reea'vaa eara
Of MR.
11. th e  h a a iw v  i
a ttllaed .
aneenicaaaa vortfi ted dlpnlty 
it the pa tlan t'a  panam llty  are
a— ndtare e l  ti
ihar tkan am  a t
rea t,
i pcaatlpa,
and impact U 
and aatierttp .
14.
11. #ta ■— rlaiae ar mmummt eatiant M 
tha aana reapaetful narenr ae * #  a w e le
i trttft
II P!itt»C» t  IM 'tWlip - JV tuaiB ,1li.«lod liaaaid avetlnl inyttoanclll 
nr n il  of patlvnta aa aaadora ol a ntnip.
11. Patlant aa a pint or ol a at a*' tnalvva taaoaih, Interaat. and 
at torn Inn I nia Uir a ta lf .
11. Patlant tvtolvaa t ic  help ne. eeaary u> a.ni’pt 11ml to on hi a 
laVuivlnur that ate naiwntlal to rT'»a wpllart.
I I . Patlant lotolvea eta.,iuaea«atnl to |c r t tc l |* t r  In or to plan 
lot the a t ta n 'l  dally an tlv ltlne .
II . The nether ol the atoup la provided e lth  the opportuaUty to all 
reetonalhlllty  ac nnlltvi to hie rapahlllty .
K . a ta lf pracueala lor patlant a r tiv itie a  nvroprlately  ra flae t 
Inteaeeta and neade of the anaa, "a m e t a
21 patient la  halted to vent hla eatxlune In a aootally aooaptahli 
way within the fttatp.
22. Piatt* and tocnan ltl'n  at* plvan lo t ad tlw ean t aoroaduti to 
Indlvldjel nanda and with teat a r t  lot other* In the Troup.
21. Hie tlcptia and In te rt lty  of lie  pttatp a 
the fnajp auuctur*.
. are protertad within
i patldM.
for tr
auramq ir oned,wot a rt e t l lu a d  a* eadto la* i 
Intereetien with paaltm.
Htyaleti 
rlaae eat h it  teem.
to #aimiyd ieu eaa  avldwaed hy Wm p a u au  1*
Pa*lam U  maiamaaed e* a 
Par lent la tnooarepad te  ufta K iawt r t  , 
le t  tea i t  Udtait to  tm* Wta paaiaM 'a nIII
action* that nay he duacted towond taeatim either 
tal or phyaloal name of the p a tla tt nr both a t tit* ataaa
41.
42.
41.
44
I t .
Pat tear tacolvae Ina truer ton ae necoeeery.
Patient and faauly ar* liamlvod In plamlnp for car* and tree tee tt. 
Pat len t' a ttem ltlv ltlw  trd  r l# t t  to fr ltm y  are procart ad.
a* approtituta
i hpmttlon
Patient 1* helped to 
te  M i rendition.
heaturem within the nltlaai are u tlllaad  to  #ovlde the pet l e t  wtth 
orpnrtunltlea for prtdilaa rotrtiaf.
lot lent la five* I ram*# of ctele* In artlv lU ee of dolly 1 Ivin* 
tdmearer ##*lh l*  and within pet la n t 's  # 11 tty to aadte the eteloe,
Pat ••.a la areaaacared to  tea* part In actlv ltlea  ef dally llv lnf 
that will annulate hla pottwitlal for peal live petednloalual
PrtlT itlaa  are t daptid te  phtrelaal am nantal aafeM lluae of 
re t lent.
M.
11.
M.
n.
M.
IT.
n .
i tea  te uadl eat lm i  i
led tm areprute a rt tee I
fcdumtdUnwt e f fM lm t '1  h M e le a  are Ad>eMad e d  neted open 
armed In* tm He affm t the a t ta e t l a n  MM an « •  pet l e e .
M M et aemfet* t i  re rtltd  out la  n t a u m  ta  paaieot'a pereanU
U adapted te  patlan t'#  level am iIT. Herr Ire t
t i .  e ivartionil end/ar tre e  ream e c tlv lu aa  are I 
patlant ecm rdlra to hla ra re k llltlaa  am no
». Pat la *  with alow ar oeadtllled paafeMtaaea li
tea ef d, 
eeaUebl* te  the
Medical am  aura leal #*#41* le  aam ad am derlnf
H. Keralre t t real* are t bliahm am  aellvltlaa |
Marti f i t  la  ealw aM d that f i t r e  M  patient a faallnr a t 
t o t *  aafa am Pacwre.
pefaty aeeearae era euTled eel *e prevent p t i m  fro* h e r * *  
hlaMPif a r e the tt.
W ebltahad *eMat*a* far refa afhdhWkretlca ad e r e t l t lene am  
parantaral fie lds are earrted s e t.
I I . inter art len wlUi the pet lam  la within frtm m rk a t 
plan.
I I .  Clare rhaervetlon of the pet l e t  la earrlad am with minimal 
dleturhanr*.
II . Map nee to the pe tire t la appenpriata In t
Omeetdretleet an W ralf e f the patient.
14. Were, f a r u ,  feellnta, am eeneapta atmet the petire t at*
maeeilaetdB elaerly tit apreMt In meflrel am pereemioeU pereomal.
M PW Mim iL P n .Icn rM #  - car* given re pet lent rad lama 
lol IU U  v e W t  renvet Ih lllty  ivdluarlr* of ptefaealerel 
erewr tat tree.
I I . turtalona that are eede hy etitff ra flae t knowledge a t fame am
the patlant are elaerly i
I I  tvldarea lapdian, mean laurel, rreecdad) la given by s ta ff  ef 
Moated Lneight into dntgre problem am neada of lira p e tire t,
14. Charure In ear* end eat* plena re flec t eon tlm e*  awluatlon ef 
reu ilta  of nuretii ear*.
H . really '8  provided with the
with the tiaralm staff.
K . idaaa, fame, am aanaapu <
In Matting.
IT. well-developed nuretitg rere plw a are aaireiltdrvd am Imorywatad
into tairelm amlgnretta. gg s ta ff at* ta l lablat follow thretigh with reeponatiatUtlai Car the
*# partlrem  tisldanta #  the p a tlan t's  behaviour during titaaractimt with re t l a * 'a  oar*.
a ttf f  ar* ataMrataly tapwtad gg Aealgnod s u f f  heap infonted ef the patlan t'a  eontUtien am
M staff pertlelpate tit aonfarvnoav eotaamlre pat la *  ere*. tdiataatroti.
M. ttfa r tlv *  rosnmleetien aM good tatitlom hlpa with other diaelpllnaa I I . car* given the return reflect# fle e lb lllty  la  re la* am rvg-
wlthln the hoapiul are aatahllahad for the re tla n t'a  benefit. u le tion  aa Intlnatad ly  imivldual re lian t neada.
I I .  Patlant'a name are am through aha re* ad rs fa r re ti ,  both te  dap- I I .  mgenlaatlon am narwjenant of raitalng re tlv ltlea  reflam  do#
ta  til Waa m apital m m I b n iter aonu tlty  agaemlre. rone idarat tint ta r e t ie *  erode.
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APPENDIX B: Preparation for the Observations
B. 1 The Cue Sheet
I
QUALITY PATIENT CARE SCALE 
PSYCHOSOCIAL : INDIVIDUAL
*6TI ONI 01ftte fto TOWARO MttTINI FITCMOrlOCIAL *110$ Of I*0 I V IOUAL RAT IEMTS
1- EiLtLmL-BtetlYti Numx’i Full Attihtiow <0)
-PATIENT It ARPRORRI A TELT REIRONOEO TO, 11RIALLT AND NOk ERIALIY,
WITHOUT OEI NO A$*E0 TO RERIAT RhRAIII,
- Staff assumei positions that will aid in oiiervation anr oomhumication 
wi Tn patient.
- CowVERSATI ON OF STAFF IS 0tSTRICTF„ TO PATIENT RECtlVlNO CARE.
- Questions are posed which encouraoi patient to ixpreis feeli*•».
- Evidence is e i sen of anticipation of he cos of patient.
2 ‘ EillUI li Q m a  sh Qppqrtvnitt to Esplaim hh Fulinoi (§)
• FACIAL EXPRESSION OF staff INDICATES INTEREST IN AND UNOERSTANOINS 
of patient.
- Patient is sivi ■i*t to talk.
- Conversation is encojraseo st srief comments or leasins iuestions
TO LET PATIENT KNOW TwtT ARE LI I TEN INS AND INTERESTED.
- CONVERSAT I Oi. IS TERMINATES IN SUCH A MANNER THAT PATIENT UN t,- RETARDS
•ESSO* FOR termination, LIAVINS PATIENT wlTN AN APPARENT Ft EL INS OF
SATISFACTION ASOUT OISCVSSIO* (owes INS FROM MIS EXPRESS ISN )
ELstl.EJT l.»..jczattAB.BCB Ih s Kino. Gentle and Frienbly Hannii (0)
• Staff speak clea pit in a soft, r» r» sant tone of voice.
■ Patient is calleo sv nami, ans clearlt siven name of nurse.
• CRT I NO PATIENTS ARE SHOWN PATIENCE AN0 UNDERSTAND I NO (vERSALLY 
ANS NONVERBALLY)
• Patients are approaches wit* a smile and Ensouhabins voro.
- Patient is oiven opportunity to vepsal i ze needs.
*• ^lUHT'l^^rriBraum J ltimaMt It RilPgHSEB TO in a TBEiAPiuna
- WITHDRAWN PATIENT IS HELPED TO CONSIDER VARIOUS MEANS SON INVOLVE­
MENT OR INTERACTIONS with OTHERS.
- ATTENTION OF PATIENT WHO IS TEAS INS OR INTCRFERINS MlTn ACTIVITIES 
OF OTHERS It REDIRECTED.
- Patient who refuses examination or treatment is helped to think 
T iROUtH VARIOUS ALTERNATIVES.
- Ex'ktSSIOHS OF HOSTILITY ARE ACCEPTED; CHANCES THAT CAN St MADE 
ARE , EXPLANATIONS V IT SOME TmINSS CANNOT BE CNANSES ARC SIVCH| 
INDICATIONS ARE SIVEN TO THE PATIENT THAT THE NURSE It INTERESTED 
IN KNtWlNS THE PATIENT'S FEELINSS.
- Staff communicates, in an acceptable manner, dislike of abusive
OR PROVOX I » 0  L ANSUASE OR BEHAVIOUR.
5 • t a l M R ttU U... !_ L A H - L J -  T A S.EJL_LH ■ Be S P 0 HI  E 10 A N X I E T Y  01 D I S T R E S S  (0/ 1)
- LEAOINB 0"!$TIONS ARE ASKEO TO OETERMINE WHAT THE PATIENT KNOWS
ABOUT therapy ano to allow him to express fears.
- Time is spent with the patient o arransements made to have someone
ELBE STAY WITH THE ANXIOUS PATIENT,
- Physical indicators of anxiety are hotio.
- Patient's repeated reference to a topis is noteo ano he is cnoouraoeb 
To oiteust IT,
B. 1 The Cue Slieet (cont.) Page 2
a
6, PA T1t H T HICEIVH EXPLANATION »HB VtHIBti11U84Bflt WHIH HCEBeg (D/I)
- T HEATHCNT OH WU*«I N8-C A*I AC T I ONI A*C EXHAIMIO Al A F I* *0 P ■ I A T I .
- Ar T EMATI A*t MAS! TO OUC * I St KINO ' i f FA I II 0* 01 180HF0RT FATIIHT 
MAY EXFteT , IMCIVOINO 11TIMATE0 DUX AT I ON AN# WHAT WILL IE ION:,
AMO WMAT FATItMT CAM 00 TO ALLEVIATE FAIN OR 011TREII,
■ FAT I ENT It ME LFE P TO IXFLORE AMO VMOERITAMO WHY Ml FEELS OR 
IEMAVEI AI ME DOES TOMAROI OTHERS, TOWARDS HIMSELF OR TOWARDS 
Ml I ILLRESI.
- COMMENTS ARE MADE TO REASSURE HIM OF 11 INS TOWARDS WELLNESS.
- Patient is told when staff are leayins and when they will return,
7. Patient bioeiyei *ttiwtion with Neither Bcqohiri Ihyblyii La. a 
tULammiutut-xii. «>)
- NuRIE-rA tl I RT RELAY IONIMIF S FOCUSED ON FATIENT's INTERESTS,
- AffROFRI ATE FORMS OF ADORE IS ARE USED IT lOTM RATHER THAN INK 
INAFFROFRI ate EMOEARIRS TERMS.
- HorOFOLY OF TIME OF EITHER Fa TI ENT OR NURSE IS AVOIDED.
- Patient comsioerimo alternatives is listereo to and ewoiuraied,
1UT ALLOWED TO NIC OWN OECI IION| STAFF IS NEITHER AUTHORITARIAN 
NOR FATROMIIINO.
8. Patient is Given Cons I den AT I SB.. At A. ntam..8f t fABlkT. (D/0
- Ca«E A..0 TRE STM * AT TIMES THAT WILL LEAST INTERFERE WITH 
VtSITIMO FAMILY FRIENDS.
- Family is twee, to to fartioifate in care of fatient,
- Patient is assisted to maintain communicatiIn with friends ano
OOLLtASUtl - COMFORTABLE 11T TI NO FOR VISITORS, MELF WITH TELEFNONINO 
FLACE ANO MATERIA!S FOR LETTER wRITINS, FROHFT MAIL DELIVERY.
- Rules are adjusted to meet ifeoial needs of fatient or family
9, Patient Rtetivis sttentioh roa His SfimtitAL Mlftft (D/0
> Pa TI ENTS RtlIOIOUS SE E S AMD FRACTICES ARE RISFEOTED.
- PEL I HOWS ARTICLES ARC HANDLES wITM RESFECT,
- Pastor is fronftlv called when fatient wishes to see nih,
. Assistance is dfferio and fatient is enoourased t» attend the
SERVICES OF HIS FAITH AVAILABLE TO HIM, WITHIN HIS LIMITATIONS.
HO.Rt JtflT INS 00 DEMAND NO PATIENT CONTINUES Tft. PLB Cl-V-I—ABA Ef I (D/0
~ Patient who refuses to task is visited freduentlt iy nurse who
tISFLATI INTEREST AND DIVES ASSURANCE OF 'it I NO THERE 1 .
- WILLINGNESS TO UNDERSTAND FATIENT1 FOINT OF VIEW IS CONVEYED IN 
RELATION TO EFulED ACTIVITY OR TREATMENT.
- Patient who turns away or imouts "Go away" is remained with,
SFOKBR TO OUltTlY AND REAIIURI NILY, AMO HELFID WITH RESOLUTION 
OF NEED TO REJECT ATTENTION OFFERED.
- ATTIMFTI ARE made TO MELF FSTISNT UNDERSTAND REASONS FOR NURSE S 
ACTIONS OR TREATMENT.
- Sell is answered fromftly and without hosttlity sesfite frbouenoy
OF DEMANDS.
NO.flptMY Rtenvn Care That -CnMHUtiinJTES tfflttM. AB.B-BIJJI.I-T.Y. (0)
. Patient is cares for with r i nine is and mslffulnbss.
„ Is ENCOURAIII TO make CHOICES ABOUT DAILY CARE AND ALLOWED 1:ME 
TO MAKE DECISIONS AND RESONSES
- Requests snd needs of mofelesily ill or otino fatient are met with
THE SAME INTEREST AS OTHER FAT I ENTS.
_ Means and offortunities for communication ARE MADE FOSS IDLE EVEN 
FOR FATIENT WITH COMMUNICATION FROSlEMS.
- Physical movement of fatient is mahaoed so tmet minimal strain IS
CAUSED.
- Patient with fermaneht soot defect is cared for in the sahe way 
as OTHER PATIENTS.
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Hl*U T B l ^ l!!£6Tt_e?_lMt _P*TllW I ,i PtllBaikl TT *H[ UTILIItQ (0/1 )
- Pa tient etecivEi eui dance in ae sol vino a aaosl em to oecaease
EAUSTAAT I ON OF IKOECIIIOM.
- Oa AO A T UN I TIES A A E AAOVlDEO FOA MAT I EAT TO AECEIVE SATISFACTION 
ThAOUOM ME LA I NO OTMEAS.
- PATIENT'S ABILITIES A A E AOINTE0 OUT, WHILE FOCUS ON HIS 
01 SABILI TIE S IS AVOI 010.
- Patient is encouaabeo and helaeo to enlaabe his knowleobe in
A A E A 8 OF I NT E AE S T TO HIM.
- Patient's sense of hunoua is r noeo to in an aaaaoaaiate wav.
- Conversation is oiaecteo towai • imism.
• ANA RiSAt{.m„CJUATE8 Rather
u f  Tol
- Patient is trusted in as many ways as aossisle.
- me IS ALLOWte TO AFAFOAN C A A E ACTIVITIES WITHIN HIS CAAACITY,
- Patient is allowed to 'aeis hib oaihions, ano aesaect for them
REFLECTED IN HIS MURS' ARE.
- WlT-iBOLOINB TREATMENT ARE IS WOT USED TO MAKE HIM COOPERATE.
- Patient's conversation * activities are not needlessly disrupted
- IWAAAAOAA I ATE COMMENTS OR ACTIONS BT THE A A TI ENT ARE QUIETLY
AHO TACTFULLY DEALT wITK.
&APAOARIATE Topics for Cqnyersation awe C m i m  (D)
- Topics of known interest to the patient are introduced
- tATIEHT IS ENCOUNAOED TO TALK ASOuT PERSONAL INTERESTS AND 
CONCERNS.
- Conversation is suideb to neutral or positive subject if aAbuhent
SEEMS TO BE BE VELOAINB,
- Discussions realistic to plans for and feelivbs about the future 
ARE ENCOUAABEO, whether expectation BE RECOVlAT, limitations or 
death.
The UwcoHieiPui df DisbduhU lll .gAimT..t» tABtl.Illt J^ ITH THS
- Mila is bdubht in nuvino the patient when necessary
- Mo VI NO IS AE RFORNEO IN A SAFE, BENTLE MANNER.
- Conversation is focusseo on matters about the patient and his 
CARE.
- Patient is referred to st name
- PATIENT is SPOKEN TO IN A WELL MODULATED VOIDS.
- CONDITION OR PROOWOSIS IS NOT 018CUSLF0 IN HIS PRESENCE,
- Me IS INFORMED ABOUT TREATMENT, INSTRUCTIONS OFFERED AND INTEREST 
SHOWN IN MELA INB HIM TO UNOERSTANO
~ IF TO UNDER80 ANAESTHETIC, ANXIETY ABOUT BE I MB UNCONSCIOUS IS 
RECOBNIEEC ANO 01SCUSSED.
- WIL BE REASSURED ABOUT CONFI OCR’IALI TV OF HIS BEHAVIOUR AND 
CON /ERSATI ON WHILE ME IS UNCONSCIOUS,
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PSYCHOSOCIAL i GROUP
C*«E RCSCI Vt O REFLECT* R E C C 8 MT I C *  OF THE FAT I ENT 1 I FlYCMStOC t AL NEE6S 
A I  A MEMIE R OF A OROUF.
?6, «"«
CONVE * I A* I  ON OF SROUF I t  LI I TI NE 0 TO AWO C OHM I NTt  HABt  THAT 
FROHOTE FAT I E H T I 1 CONTIHUEO INTE REI T,
-  Each HEHIER OF The OR Ou F I t  R E C O t N l t C t  ARB ACKHOWLEOOEB I T THE 
I TAFF,
-  P a t i e n t i  r e c e i v e  a f f r o f r i  ate i r f o r m a t i o n  a i o u t  c h a r i e i  i n  « * bur  
i t r u c t u r e .
-  h t v  FAT I f R T t  ARE IRTROBUCEB to t he  IROUF I T I I A F F .
-  •Fh ER MORE THAR ore  i t a f f  HEHIER I t  WORK IR* WITH A FATI ENT,  the  
F t TI ERT I t  11 TEN RECOt RI I  ION At  A FART OF THAT (ROUF.
1 7 .  g . U H B I  R S S I I I S I  THE Hi l f  ASSERT L l M I T t  BB H i t
-  " t A t O N I  FOR Ot ETI RO RULE I AND REOUAL TI ORI  ARE I DE NT I F I E S .
-  GROVF MEMBER RECEI VE!  RICE i t  ART E XFLARATI OR ANO OUIOAHCE RIOARBINO 
•ROUF AI M! ,
-  P a t i e n t i  are r e l f e b  to f l a n  ac t i v i t i i t  t h a t  I n o l v e t  t h o i e  w i t h  
FHTt t OAL LI MI TATI ORI  w i t h o u t  fl  AC I NO UROUE ATTENTION BN THE LATTER
-  MOt Tl LE E F R E t t l O R t  ABOUT LI MI TATI ORI  ARE ACC E F T E I , OUT ITAFF 
ARE FINN ARB C OR t l I T E R T  WHEN RCCCtBART
”  ®EAt ORI  FOR E * C I U I I  OR OF AN I NO I V I OVAL FROM A IROUF I |  EXFLAI NED 
WITHOUT I H I aRRAIIMERT TO EITHER The  I NO I VI DUAL OR IROUF.
, e - " Ft“
fa TI I  NT I t  H E L F t  o TO FLI N AO TI V I T I E I  ARB TIME I CHEBULFI
-  P a t i e n t  i t  e n b o u r a i e o  to hake  f l a n i  n e l f i n o  o t h e r i  i n  the  o r b u f ,
-  P a t i e n t  t  t u t o t t T i e w i  a n i  a i i i i t a n c c  are  i o u i h t  i n  h a k i n o  o m a n i c i  
IN FHTI IOAL l E T T I N i  E . l .  FURNITURE ARRANOEHENTS,  ETC,
-  P a t i e n t  i t  h e l f e b  to make  a r r a r o e m e n t i  f o r  i o m e  t o o i al a o t i v i t i e i
-  * I I R E I t  I VI F t T I ERT  I t  ENGOURAI t t  TO I t  RVE I  A HEHIER 8F OQHHIT T g E
0 I vI  NO i u f f o r t  to c h a i r m a n , out  not  to take  o ve r  c h a i r m a n *!  o o t i e i
<* P a t i e n t  i t  o i v e n  i c n e o u l e  of m i t  a f f o i n t n e n t i  anb i i v e n  r e i f o n i i i i l i t t
FOR IE I NO AT the RI Oh T FLACt  AT THE RI Oh T TIME,
-  P a t i e n t  i t  a l i o we o  to i n i t i a t e  f r e f a r a t i o n i  f o r  m e a l i  , v i t i t t  or
•  EOTIME WITHOUT IE I Nl  REMIROEI EACH TIME,
-  I I  ALLOWED TO HELF FEED OTHER FATI E NT t .
-  I n v o l v e me n t  of  each  f a t i e n t  i n  i r o u f  a o t i v i t i e i  i t  n o r t o  and
I UI TLE MOO I FI  BA T I 0 N |  I U I I E I  TED TO ENt URl  AFFROFRIATE INVOLVEHENT 
OF ALL
-  WATI OF 0 1 V I 0 1 NO IROUF INTO IMALL OOMMON-INTEREIT IROWFI  t UOOEITEB
-  New o i a i e t i c  i t  i u i o e d  i n  o i i c u i i i n o  w i t h  o t h e r i  the  o i t E A t s  anb
1 TI  MEAN I NO TO Th e m .
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2 1 ,  P i  T I e h T I I  H e l p i b  TB y T I a Hi IM A Sflfi U  LI  T , A t  S 6 f. U  t.U
i^_ijiitti!i_iKi_Saa.ut Co)
- G*OUI» IS MEIMO TO I ITASL I SM 6UI OEUI HI I AND DISCUSSION or EMOTION
laden issues is iNCousASte.
- hostility is hecoonized and activities orrcsES that demand 
physical enemy and movement.
- G*OUM CONE I MEC TO The mOIEITAL EON LONS EESIODS OE TIME ARE 
SUlDEO IN 01SCUSSIN6 THEIR El EL I NOS ABOUT RESTRICTIONS AND 
MELEES TO DEVISE ACTIVITIES AEEROERI ATE TO THE LIMITATIONS 
IHEOSED.
« Patients who h av e  s u e e e r i s  a c h a n s i  in body imase are allowed
TO BRIEVE WITHOUT SEIMS FORCED TO EARTICIEATE IN ACTIVITIES 
SEEORE THEY ARC READY.
22. E^ R ACHIEVEMENT ACCggH
[_tSOkauiaa^ttl-piM£ Co)
w h e n 'srassart* mas scored
2 5 ,
Praise and Becqsnitioh age_QiYta_ 
laiLxIiuiOiiBi-Aiifc-aiiii-Suttti.
- S tate move quickly to next rotivity
A EOINT.
- Patient is melees to recosniic mis accomelishheht in relation
TO MIS ABILITIES AND THOSE OE OTHERS.
- ME IS SUlDEC TO RECOSNIZE ACHIEVEMENTS OE OTHERS,
- staff discuss and mile eatient to recosnizi relationbhie of
SMALL ACCOMEl ISMMENT TO EOTENTIAL FOR NEXT (MORE OI E E I S UL T)
STIR.
The gllHTi i8ft_iiiTE«RlTT of the Grbue HtHiiiL„s_B£_EKflT66Til WITHIN 
the Gaoug-SLBuftlualCo)
-Conversation about beatm are resirecteb by staff ir one of the
MEMBERS IS SI BEL AY I NO ANXIETY.
- The s r o u e  members are informed of the eroblims of the batient 
WHOSE COMB ITI ON INTERFERES with MIS earticieation, ,
- Hesitant eatiints are encouraoed to join activities) less asset
rati ENTS ARE ASSISTED WITHOUT TwE EENFORMANCE ACTUALLY BEINB 
BONE FOR THEM.
- Provision is mass for maintaininb confidentiality whin rirsonal
MATTERS of THE EATIENT ARE INVOLVED,
B. 1 The Cue Sheet (cont.) Page 6
P H Y S I C A L
2 * .  MUIUIB9 PbQCEBUBCI AHI Aa&PTID.TQ. LI.-Nlt-B.t.. Qf—1-Hfl-LYl C.UAl._P-AT 1 EMI I.
iaOsm£iii (O) ~
- SuPFICIlwr TI MB It ALLOwte AFTE* FATIfNT11 SMQKINt , EATINi OR
OR I MR I NO WHEN TARING ORAL TIMRIRATURt,
- E e u lRMt NT AND MATERIAL# ARE ARRANGED GEO BE IBB IN A OONVINIENT 
ROtlTION FOR LEFT-MANOEO RATI ENT TO MANAGE Hit OWN TREATMENT,
- General morning care of the oerreiiid or nanoiearreb ratient ii
LEFT TO LAST 10 NO ONE WILL FEEL RRSIIURE OF TIME AND MOVEMENT# 
CAN tE MADE ILOwLT,
- COLOtTOMT IRRIGAT I IN It BONE AT THE TIME THE RATI ENT GOULD PINB 
HOIT CONVENIENT AT HOME.
25. tuBi.fas ChgftBkistnuai .Assttimj;
- Staff offer to bom# hair of ratient unable to bo to for rhvsibal
OR RtTCNBLOOICAL REAI0NG,
-  DlGTURBBB RATIENT I t  HI LRI O TO INOwER,  INAVE ANB I ELEBT CLEAN 
CLOTHE I .
-  B t l t t B t  ENVIRONMENT I t  MADE NEAT ANB ORDERLY, I B I L E 0  GBwNt 
CHANGED WHEN N E B t l t A R T .
-  A l t  I ISANC E I t  OFFEREB WITH ORAL HYGIENE.
-  Ot OOORI ZERI  ARE RROVIBEB At  I NOI CATI O,
26 .  B u B I l B I - g A m i H U f c t a a & J i U l  A I  W | | U - f 9B C i n a U W I B A T  I a n  -AJIB
mmtiuui-iliiZnimii nrj
WlThBRAwN RATIENT It CNBOURAGEB TO TALK OF tILF , INTEREItl OR 
FAMILY WHILE RECEIVING BIRECT NURI I NO BARI:.
- During each contact itapp encourage anb allow time for the
RATIENT UNABLE TO BREAK EAtlLY TO CONVEY DOME ME 11AGE ANB 
REGRBNI IN AN UNMURRIEO MANNER.
. Patient ii encguraieb to eiteutt mt RROtREtt while nurse It
BUST WITH HIM OR MAKING MlG IBB, ETC.
» Patient it encouraged to a h i i t, even in a small way, with
PARTICULARLY RAINFUL OR UNCOMFORTABLE TREATMENT,
2 7 . PhyBIOAL SYMPTOMS ANB PhTIICAL ChAHGEB ARE IBEHTIF I CO_ANt
- CtANOBII I I NOTES AND STAFF CHECKS FOR ROB#IBLE CAUIEt.
-M ottled tibsubs over bony prominence are notes, anb measures
TAKEN TO PREVENT PRESSURE POINT BREAKDOWN.
- Undesirable weight l h i it notes and inveitiiateb.
28. PHYSICAL OUTRCtl SmOWB IT PiTIEBT It .BU.Eflgl£8, .IB—P'ALBBLl—UB
Haaitaiiim nn
-PATIENT II MOVES UR IN BED ANB PILLOWS ADJUSTED TO PROVlBE A 
COMFORTABLE ROIITION AND BOOB GOBY ALIGNMENT.
- Complaint of pain or burning at iite if infusion prompts
INVtIT I BAT I ON FOR INFILTRATION,
- SIGN# OF RAIN ARE NOTED AND ACTION TAKEN TO ALLEVIATE IT,
- Respiratory tract iccrctibnb are helped by deep breathing,
CBUGhINB OR BUCTIONINO.
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